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They might as well not have 
bothered with the 1983 election in 
Saanich and the Islands. The 
1979 results would have done as 
well.
Hugh Curtis won the riding lor 
Social Credit with 48.5 per cent 
of the vote, just a shade under the 
49.4 per cent he got last time. 
NDP challenger John Mika’s 
prcccntage also dropped slightly, 
from 43.1 to 42.9 as three other 
candidates took 8.6 per cent
Hugh Curtis 
> . . won Ganges poll
among them. In 1979 one other 
candidate got 7.5 per cent.
Percentages in every section of 
the riding also stayed very close 
to; what they were in 1979; the 
only change being a narrow win 
for Mika on Saltspring Island, 
which Curtis took narrowly last 
time. On the other Gulf Islands, 
however, Cprtis slightly increased 
his lead.
That is not enough to affect the 
result, however, with Curtis 
having a lead of slightly more 
than 2,000. There will be only a 
few hundred absentee ballots.
Almost half the votes were cast 
in Saanich municipality, with 
Mika holding a narrow lead, 46.5 
per cent to 45.8. This is almost 
identical to the percentages last 
time.
North Saanich gave Curtis his 
strongest su|)port, 56 per cent of 
the vote, but this was clown from
60.7 per cent in 1979. He also got 
more than 50 per cent of the vote 
in Central Saanich, and just 
under 50 percent in Sidney.
Comparisons with the 1979 
figures in Sidney and North 
Saanich are not precise becau.se in 
that election poll boundaries 
overlapped municipal boun­
daries.
In Central Saanich Curtis got
51.8 per cent of the vote and 
Mika 37.9 per cent. In 1979 the 
figures were 53.4 and 38.3.
Curtis was an easy winner on 
Pender Island, 358 to 258. He 
also won on Galiano, 199 to 180. 
Mika took Saturna, 70 to 63, and 
Mayne, 199 to 153. Alh these 
results were unchanged from 
■/.1979../ ,
On Saltspring Mika got 1420 
votes to Curtis’ 1356. In 1979 it 
was Curtis ahead of Mika, 1183 
to 1148. In spite of the con­
troversy over the Ganges sewer 
system; with Curtis being blamed 
I'or idenying the ratepayers an 
opportunity ; tol vote: on the 
project, he won the Ganges poll 
72710 683.
Votes for the other three 
canciidates fw'ere: drawn evenly 





Saanich School Board, as 
required by tlte provincial 
ministry of education, pas.scd a 
budget bylaw Monday night 
raising $20,953,513 for school 
purposes. The amount was set by 
the ministry by telephone 
Monday afternoon, said Lois 
Walsh, chairman of the finance 
committee.
The mill rate for residential 
purposes this year will be 54.9. 
This compares to last year’s rate 
of 44.3 mills.
The increase in the tax rate 
occurs because the total 
residential assessed value in the 
school district has decreased 
from $177,080,691 in 1982 to 
$142,733,652 in 1983.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
The residential tax requirement 
in 1983 will be $7,837,810 as 
compared to $7,847,939 in 1982.
The difference between the; 
amountsmay well be made up.
One male model, Rickdianak, and tlnee pretty girls, lfrotn leftl Oleene Cassidy,^ Valerie I 
Krogel and Shirley Hike, give taste of what ’.s to come at special fashion show 7 - 10 p.m. May 
/(V at Hotel Sidney, featured — spring fashions in sportswear, day and evening clothes, 
make-up demonstration. Tickets from Panorama Leisure Centre. Mnrraj Sharratt Phoio
■ RcMilis on hCfpcninSi hriw'cre/;.
,
' , Curtis Mika LPiccn Chris) ic Lc'vis
1> Sidney • 2021 1636 173 142 95
North Saanich 2031 ;;:i220S:';// 20! ,S6 88
'lltill Central Saanich 2933 2144 '199 109
Vote totals given on election with Green consistently third and
night were slightly low, as one Christie fourth. None of them
poll was inadvertently omitted made a significant showing in any Predictions that the NDP’s
strength as a party ha.s disap-
^ fr count are Curtis,:^^^^^^^ : he was not par-^^^^^^A of years was
1 18;404p M disappointed at by New
Green, Progressive Conservative, ■ reduced total, f since he was 4 Demdcraf John Mika, who lost 4
i ,5ipf Doug Christie, Western sharing the disaffected vote; with put May 5 for the second time to '
Cana.da Cdhccpt, 996; candidates and he did MLA Hugh Curtis.
Lewis, Liberal, 749. not have as active a campaign as Mika says the next election
:;/^'’Gfeenwas::'4he^':'Conservative; ■ v;jast, time.':r;;;f;Vr^V,-:;>/couldF^
candidate in the 1979 election The WCC showing was far
also, when he got 2,431 votes. than might have been ex- any election at any time.
1 r pcctcd after they drew crowds of
. M'ka was.leading lor a shorty many as 100 ^people; to xi goverhinchts defeat^ themselves, ; 
time cany ; in the evenmg, on meetings held in the riding last “so in a Sense it’s not In our
by an increase in the business and 
industrial rate which has still to 
be set by the prpyincia! ministry.
In any eventf? when the final 
figures are; as;sessedf; Saanich 
school district expects to hold the: 
line or better last year perhaps by 
as much as $86,000.
in response to a question from 
trustee Rubymay Parrott, 
secretary-treasurer Ross 
Ingraham said that there \vere 
“no strings’’ on the budget. If 
negotiations were needed with 
' teacliers they would not be- the 
responsibility of the school 
district.
results from polls in Saanich year.'.; hands,’’ / Mika; sayt;. The next f
uicKiy Christie, who has survived election would be impossible to ; 
///^^^ . challenges to ; his f predief because it’s inVposSiblc to ;■
Islands riding the NDP con­
stituency should review “very 
: seriously and ; realistically’’; any 
Suggestion thaf he should run for t 
a third time, he says.
Were the other parties — 
Liberal, Conservative and WGG 
—- the spoilers in the Saanich and 
the lslands race? Mika says his 
“personal: opinion there’s no 
evidence, it’s just my fecling —• is 
/ thht in a two-way fight the result 
would have been closer and 
' possi hi y rn i gh l h ave been di P
The ; votes that vvent to the 
Liberals and Conservatives were 
nnti-'governmcm votes, he says,
/ /while the WCG /would have 
represented a mixed: bag/,“The 
wee took both from the NDP 
but more frorh the
The Socreds campaigned for Socreds.
•c<i' iiiPnihv'flnini? ''fin nwfnl ," '
John Mika
. . . enthusiastic wake.
j pulled ahead.
Final results will not be known leadership of the WGG ; from see
until May 17, when absentee and party supporters who would or in what context the election
Section 80 votes arc cpunied. prefer to tone down the emphasis would be fought or how people
■ would/vbic Pext tirhc around. He:
people to vote eCcn though thhy' the result';Would not change his says,
;:';/;/;'hav'e';bceii:left;off;theYbtcN':listcf;/.;/siattd.;/';:'V;/;'/'':.',J;;';/;;';^/;//;;//;;'::'/  ;;'',::Mika'i)v;cohyinccd,elcci1pns:ai'e
Undet new rules there arc far He also rejected any suggestion decided before the writ i,s three monihs liy doing “a  a ful There was a “fairly pervasive 
ntorc of them than previotisly. that his party should compete in dropped “but now we have a lot of election-style advertising anger against the government,’’
1,33) compared to only 271 foui fedcial iitsiead (.4 provincial government which uses Ibisto its anti making cabinet tours two Mika says,
years ago. elections. advantage,’’ montlis before the writ was. But despite the outcome of (he
_________________________________ ___ ___________________ dropped.’’ The government w:»s election, he says he feels good.
- ” , * -• n able to';et the context and focus He feels the NDP ran an excellent
of the election before it was ectimpaign, he accepts the
ed, he says. oiiicomo and has no regrets.
In ctmtrasi, the NDP was only Could his party luivc done
able to campaign for a mf>ttlli. anything to alter (he outcome?
The pre-election style cam- No, 1 don't think so, Mikasuys.
puigning- -stuncthing Mika says Tlic most common comment 
:yChe ';“dcpl0res']/'--';:is:tvpi;:pbrmally:A:;:;,fro'nvpufiYiWorkers;'«ftei-P 
tloric i by government and tlic rcMiits were up \vas ‘‘Well, Wc'lT
Nl!jp is going lb have to come lip ; have lb gel it ne^l Tih'c^
with some slraicgy to equalize (he says he went; to Huglv^^C^
opport uriitics, I/Mika says, office to concede arid “there was
; “Wc*rc going to have to come to a good parly going but burs was
grips with that ptoblem,” larger and better."
Now that Mika has rim and It was a wake, he says, but an 





• Sandown racing opens, Bl; 2
• Gardening, B5






Indian education, a 
ton t i n ui ng ' a nd so met i m es: ■ 
sensitive issue ;in ySaanich 
school district, is still under 
discussion following a series;; 
of meetings between trustees, 
administrators and jndiaiv 
parents in recent weeks.
A repbrt frqm tlie board ’ s 
c d u c a t ib n a 1/, :i U i r c c t ions 
committee which will, among 
other ihingsT sec ‘ native 
programs ; staffed ;wlicrcveb 
possible by native teachers, 
passed unanimously and 
without discussion on 
Monday.
Assistant superintendent 
Janet Mon lends a team 




teachers, native tutors and 
resource people, which will 
continue to study Ihc 
question.
But some recom- 
mqndatibris have becri /ap­
proved by the board, jhese 
include the provisiori ; of 
secretarial time and proper 
office /accomodation for 
Instructional staff, ■
Also urged was a strong ih- 
seryicc program whiclvwould 
Tostbr\;/:7'''h://;':dccper"/";/uri-; 
dcrstandini^ of natiye;culture 
;and/"i^^lai.b:/nectlS'fofrji«tive:' 
children and tiieir parents 
and improvement of 




native language ihstiVuetjon in 
district schools and the 
"pq$y bllff y ;;bf‘"'s'li nbrig"; '<;tbf f 
and programs with other 
school
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Weekend show at Samcha by Saanich Peninsula Arts and Cy 
of more than 7,000.
s Society was smash hit, attracting record breaking crowd
Murray SharraJI Photo
Eran Blaine, president of Sidney Little League received $500 
cheque last week from Sidney Kiwanis Club president Dennis




Confirmation has been 
received of a student erhploymenf 
grant totalling $7,473,- Time 
Richards told Central Saanich 
parks and recreation committee 
Monday night.
The recreation co-ordinator 
said the grant would be used to 
provide a program for children at 
Centennial Park during July and 
August.
Manager of the park program 
vdll be Jennifer Wiggens, a third 
year leisure studies student at the 
University of Victoria. Jennifer 
was chosen from several students 
interviewed, and her summer job 
will be a co-operative work term,
. as part of her course of studies.
«A family day picnic will be 
held May 29 noon to 4 p.m. This 
has become a popular annual 
event.
•A poster contest on the theme 
‘ ‘Farhily Activities’’h^ 
more than54pO entries and the 18 
winning posters will be displayed 
at the six district schools.
•A progress report on the 
'senior citizen’s house stated that 
Central Saanich Lions Club had 
framed arid poured the footings 
and foundation and carried the 
work to the extent of framing the 
basement exterior wall and 
lowering the house onto the 
basement walls and beams, , 
The C
Citizens Club will rnake ap­
plication for a New Employmftn 
Expansion and Development 
Program grant,: whichr: if suc­
cessful will pay for labbur^^it 
; complete the} building Ibr oc­
cupancy.
; : By JUNE GREEN -
Aid. Eric Lewis introduced the 
1983 budget at a special Central 
Saanich council meeting- Mon­
day. It totalled $3,174,079, down 
from $3,474^861 last year, 
bringing the municipal share of 
expenditures down $300,782.; ;
Cerieral government and police 
costs went up ; slightly, as did ■ 
emergency vineasures and in­
spections. Totals budgeted :: for :;. 
fire, transportation, en­
vironmental development, 
recreation and parks, and fiscal 
services, all showed a slight drop 
from last year.
This year the municipality has 
adopted a variable' rate per 
$1,000 of taxable value for each
class of property, which Lewis 
feels will allow for a more 
equitable distribution of 
taxation. ;■'
; Rates : adopted for: general 
municipal purposes are Vas'v 
followsiresidential - $4.03 peff: 
$ 1000; utility - $14.11; forestry - 
$10.00;: industrial ; - $12.84; ■ 
bu s i h es s/p t h er - $7.10 per $1000;: 
sca.sonal - $7.10; farm - $3.66.
Rates for the hospital district 
nssessrnentduthbrityvmunicipall 
finance and the regional district 
remain on the old system; School; 
taxes arc set by the school' 
district.
Included in bylaw 707;
■■ respecting the annual budget of 
1983, is a clause that allows
WE’RE NOW OPEN
1
council, by resolution, to increase 
the appropriation for any items 
of expenditure for general 
government, protective services, 
trmispbrtation, environmental; 
development, recreation and 
culture, fiscal services, and 
transfer of taxes to tpther: 
■.governments.■■:.;■ ^
: :«In other Louncil business, - 
three readings were ; given to a ■ 
bylaw -which : will; increase/ the ; J 
/ parcel charge in sewage collectionL/:; 
:drea number one from $54.50 to 
$61.5Q. The fee is exclusive of 
money raised from connection 
charges and charges for use in the 
sewage collection area.







More than half of the eighty 
G1’ a d e : ■ 12 S t u d eh t s a t; SI. 
Michaels University School 
^// in /Victoria, B.C., have al- 
I’ ready written and passed ; 
the 1983 Grade 12 B,C. Scho- : 
' larship/qualifying exarnina- 
' tion in English. Ten more 
'^/./ wil vvritetn':iune,-'■:■/,:/'■/■
Tami Prevost, (left) ranhed in the lop 1% of all 
/; North American College Bound students in recent ■ 
^^: / /^^^ Lit eralure Scholastic/Apt i I tide Tesls. /
; ."/'.WATCH FOR OUB '
.’A'.;',
‘ j “ I ' ■
'’Pdlice:
H' "i vlyf 4 t ,, I ', f,
J r ‘ ^ A ^ I P\lb i ( i £\ |\| I I •
I" L’flffll':’ *
he |it|„ I
Central Saanich police will be 
■■’/hriforcinB:^"''vessel/::/reg»iliiti^ 
checks in the Brentwood Bay area 
following a poor turnout after 
boat owners were offered a fi^be 
'/';vcssel,inspeciion.\,';;"''/,//'i 
/ Central / Saanich crime 
prevention officer Jim Earl in 
conjunction with Canadian 
Coastguard sent notices to 180 
boat owners m|orming litem of 
;;:,/thc:frcc;in!5pection,/Vessels would:. 
"/" be'checked:" to'/make;;:SUi’e; they' 
' cbmplied with";- - fimall -■ :wcssel '■




sonncl were at Anglers 
Anchorage Marine April 30 and 
May 8 bin cmly Hght bi-mtc 
showed dtkring the two days.
Police chief Bob Miles said 
Monday enfoiccinctti would 
begin inimcdiatciy.
' ' '' ij'l A
iiilisSsii/iKWA






Open 7 Days a Week
8:30 a;iiL to 10:00 p;m
lawn
SPRJNG TUNE OP SPECIAL
Rotary Mowers...............*34.00
Reel Mowers, // . .. .*51,00
(includos sharptiiiliK)) :■ /
SHARPENING ONLY
Rotary blades.... ,., .
Hand Reel) ,. . . /*25.50,
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Parents from the Keating- 
Mount Newton area have 
beseiged Saanich school board 
meeting over the past months 
with demands for improvement 
of the Mount Newton 
recreational facilities and ex­
clusion of grade 6 pupils from the 
middle school program at that 
school.
On Monday night May 19 was 
set for a special meeting of the 
board at which the subject will be 
thoroughly aired. At the same 
meeting a report was submitted 
which told of discussions with 
Claude Butler and Allan Wright 
negotiating a lease of a section at 
the bottom of the Butler gravel 
pit which could be turned into a 
playing field. As well, a motion 
was passed ordering a meeting 
with Central Saanich council.
The talks with Butler and 
Wright disclosed that the Bryn 
Road field would not be used by 
the company for a least a year. 
The three-acre field could be used 
for supervised instruction, the 
board was told. Cost would be 
about$600.
Another step in the im­
provement of facilities would be 
to turn the treed area at the west 
end of the school into an ad­
venture playground at a cost of 
about $2,500.;
Another move would be to add 
a covered play area to the western 
extremity of the industrial wing 
of the school with the surface 
below it levelled and paved. Cost 
estimates are between $20,000 
and $30,000.
And, finally, the report 
suggested, the present chip circuit 
track could be recessed to ensure 
a greater degree of permanence. 
Chips, presently, are being 
di.spersed. That would cost about 
$1,200 to $1,500.
Several other letters on the 
subject were received by the 
school board and a brief from 
Brentwood Bay Parents was 
given by Al Helmersen.
It stated that the middle school 
program, entered into with the 
best of intentions, was not 
working as far as grade 6 students 
were concerned and that the 
whole question should be 
reconsidered.
Fifty-eight of the 65 families 
whose youngsters were in grade 5 
in Brentwood were contacted, 
Helmersen said, and 57 per cent 
of them were in favour of 
keeping grade 6 youngsters in 
elementary school.
This report will also be con­
sidered in the general discussion 
May 19.';;
Great kind of m
Ultra-distance runner Kochan Stott passed through Sidney 
May 6 on start of attempted run across Canada. Stott, 
already Canadian Women's 24-hour marathon record holder, 
would be first women to make such a run and would set 
world record for longest distance run by a woman.
Murray Sharratt Photo
They call it ‘‘neighborhood madness” — but it’s madness of the 
right kind. Central Saanich residents tried it last year — they invited 
84 neighbors in the Stelly’s, Seamount, Seabrook and Skyline area to 
join in a garage sale. Forty houses held their own and manyTiouses 
included their friends, making a total of; 60 to 70 families par- 
.ticipating.;.;
There \yas a traffic jam on Stelly’s as between 3,000 and 5,000
Dynatek’s chief executive officer Gerry Cheney 
will be the guest speaker at the May ;19 Saanich 
Peninsula chamber of commerce dinner meeting at 
the Travelodge on Beacon Ave. Tickets available 
from Peninsula Printers, The Review, Free Press, 
Spooner’s Ladies Wear, and Brentwood and Sidney 
chamber offices. Cocktails 6:30 p.m., dinner 7 p.m. 
For more information call the chamber office at 
■■656-3616. ■' ■'
Other governments may be 
having trouble holding the line on 
spending increases for 1983, but 
North Saariich is cutting back. 
Council Monday evening gave 
final approval to a budget calling 
for $2,433,980 for general 
municipal purposes, down 9 per 
cent from the $2,689,476 actually' 
spent last year.
:: (See earlier Story bn page; A5) ^ 
; Finance chairman Harold 
; Parrott commented that council 
had been very conscious of 
restraint and had used a fine 
tooth comb in going over the 
year’s expenditures,
The budget could be almost 19 
per cent higher than it is and still 
meet provincial guidelines, he 
;said..'^’;;f''':;:. ■■;;
Mayor, .lay Rangel noted there 
were no salary increases at all, 
and tliat council is taking no
increaseblthough itsdndernhities;; 
are the lowest in the area.
Using the new variable tax rate 
.system, taxes for residential, 
seasonal recreational and farm 
properties were set at $2,112 per 
$1 jOOd;of actual value:; Rate for^: 
utilities and indu.strial and 
commercial properties is $5:20.
Parrott reported that total; 
assessedvaluesbnthetaxrOllare; 
dovvn 19.6 per cent frorn l982 
levels.-',;:"
; Council also set the date for: 
the referendum on the proposed 
Wain Road water main. Polling 
day will be .1 unc 25,:with advance 
polls on June 17 and 24.
Clerk Tony Green estimated 
the cost of the vote would be 
from $1,000 to 1,200. Aldermen 
George Westwood and Edgar 
Farthing opposed holding the 
referendum. :
: So this year, led ;by Donna;Vogrig; and Debbie Pollock; they’re:! 
going to do it all over again 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. May 15 with 50 houses 
and some 100 families getting into the act.
Also planned, a bake sale at 7223 Seamount Close with proceeds
YOUR PROFESSIONAL BARBER & HAiR-STVUST 
; ; ; ; Experienced in Conventional 
and Modern Hairstyling 
Perms (Body Waves),
^ARII^A COU^T on 2nd street 
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
Night of music 
dance
'■9:
; Saanich school district:presents 
A Night of Music and Dance 1:30 
p.m. May 17 j; at Claremont 
school. The program features a 
variety of musical performing 
groups from kindergarten to 
grade 12 students and includes a 
guest ensemble from the Victoria 
Conservai ory o f M usic.
SHOES, SHOES SHOES
T birds ■-'aquariums 7 
; :srnall:animals; ■: 
;; Jropical fish; 
pet & horse supplies
PRESENTS^
Mon. to Thurs, & Sal. 
9:30 - 5:30
; school will perforrh
two recent dance festival entries 
—■ Chariots of Fire txnd Chump
.—hange.Cr'ecT^': 7-
Garden: Club m
to rneet Iran meet
Sidney anti Saanich Peninsula 
Garden Club will meet 7:30 p.m, 
May 16 at Margaret Vaughan 
BirchUall. 4th St., Sidney: Guest 
speaker is Jack MttcAulay. Topic;
cultivuiing'-bhrysanilim^
Visitors welcoine; refreshmentsv ;
A public meeting —■ Crisis in 
Iran is the subject of a 
presentation by the; Baha’i 
eo rn m 11 n i t y o f S i tl n ey 8 p; m. M it y 
17 at Sidney-North ;Saanich 
Jibi ary on Rcsthaven: f-dr; tnpre 
^ information call 656’4835, : -
S5diii«v;:GoIour Plsoito
VIDEO HOME MOVIES IN STOCK
$£95 and 2 MOVIES
O MONDAY to THimSDAY
$095:
FRIDAY to SUNDAY






;Naluiali/oi 's'sleek,dress:saii(la! lefitls ;,; 
;1ha list aiythe !ashi6nwilu(toi;ihg f 
season. Tall and slatolV: tlesiahed lb ■ k 
;(ir Iho loot aniiJlalloi the icy,
ZODIAC ■*•**4*1
■ 'V.,^‘'y ' "/a
hiinu





2485 BEACON AVE.; SIDNEY; BX.
2215 Oak Bay Av$
''Wimwiyt
2385 Baacoif Sidne
luH. tAni t»ii B.Jii g,iift,'Si;jf) (i.m.
^^^856-5822
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Vision
Review photographer Murray Sharratt catches seagull enjoying tasty starfish on pebbled 
beach near Sidney wharf.
In the last couple of years, people from Newfoundland to 
British Columbia have been forced to accept a hefty dose of 
economic reality, and the results have been fascinating.
The “dose of reality”, of course, came in the form of a reces­
sion that created massive unemployment, high interest rates, 
near-record business bankruptcies and, most important, a great 
deal of uncertainty about the future, particularly as it pertains 
,■ "to'jobs.
The result; the attitudes of ordinary Canadians about spen­
ding and getting value for their hard-earned cash has changed 
dramatically, and people may never return to the heavy borrow­
ing, fee-spending ways that; characterized the 1970s.
It’s true, Canadians generally don’t have as,much money to 
spend, but they are even shepherding the money that is 
available. It seems we’ve made the giant leap from a nation of 
seemingly uncaring spendthrifts to one where frugality and 
value-for-a-dollar are paramount. Some retailers even contend 
that consumers are becoming so selective in their buying habits 




It appears, Mr. Calder, you are 
the “dirty trickster” by placing 
your letter in the,local news paper 
;just prior to the provincial 
election condeming Hugh Curtis 
only for his stand and remarks 
made at the all-candidates 
meeting with respect to the one­
way couplet. For your in­
formation John Mika also agreed 
that a plebicite should be held. So 
why single out Curtis (obviously 
for political advantage for Mika). :
The mayorV yourself, and other ■ 
members ‘ of the council: have
and table officers at regular 
meetings of the directors make 
full accounting of their 
management of the corporation’s 
affairs. Each year, that board of 
directors is required, also by law, 
to present to the shareholders a 
complete, audited account of the 
financial operations of the 
corporation. This report is 
published and is available for 
public scrutiny.
Any president or table officers 
who failed in their respon- 
.sibilities, at the next opportunity 
the shareholders had, would be 
fired and replaced.
The premier and cabinet of 
B;G. have presented no formal 
budget to the legislature since 
March of 1981 and have failed
support the seven programmes 
for which PCA is responsible.





pay or a cutback in the number of hours worked.
What else could explain the acknowledged fact that Cana- 
saving a staggering 14 per cent of disposable income 
(about $80-billion), up 50 per cent from a normal 9 to 10 per ascertain
cent. Attractive high interest rates have certainly played a role in paverrof Sidney are in favour of) : s ldrge suiirs^
this savings binge, but there is little question people are heeding . not. curring debts (for which
the Boy Scout motto “Be Prepared ’. Mv deen concern as a taxoaver taxoavers of B.C...aje:
Canadians today are more 
involved than ever before in law 
reform, thanks to a growing 
interest on the part of the media. 
With the aim of promoting stiU a 
greater exchange between the 
general public and the Law^ 
Reform Commission of Canada, 
we; have r established at the 
commissi on t h e p bs i t i bn q f 
director of information services.
In his April 15 outdoors 
column in the Victoria Times- 
Colonist (Sea Lions Might Pose 
Threat), Alec Merriman has 
again clearly demonstrated both 
his tunnel vision and his basic 
lack of environmental un­
derstanding. As a re.sident of Pat 
Bay, I have watched the return of 
sea lions to Saanich Inlet with 
satisfaction and curiosity. Mr. 
Merriman’s unfounded and 
inflammatory statements worry 
me, as they are an obvious “call 
to arms” for retaliation on the 
part of local fishermen, par­
ticularly in Saanich Inlet.
Despite his judicial use of the 
word “may”, he is trying to 
generate hysteria that “sky­
rocketing” sea lion populations” 
pose a serious threat to salmon 
and herring stocks”, that they 
“have already wiped out abalone 
and other sea life” in California, 
and that “like the killer whales, 
they serve no useful purpose 
other than as trained performers 
in aquariums or to thrill nature 
lovers and Disneyland-type 
naturalists on nature-v.'atching 
cruises”.
In his tirade, Mr. Merriman 
has not bothered to get his facets 
corret. Firstly, let’s be clear that 
both Stellar and California sea 
lions are indigenous to B.C. 
Stellar sea lion populations do 
not appear to be increasing at all. 
What we are witnessing is a 
return of animals to areas where 
they had been driven out by 
harassment prior to their 
protection, commencing in the 
early 1970s.
California sea lion populations 
are increasing, but as a result of 
the cessation 30 years ago, in 
their harvest for blubber:
Is Mr; Merriman, as an 
’’outdoors” columnist, againsttotally V ignored the wishes of
some 1,800 Sidney residents who ; this year to call the legislature 
signOd: a.: r'^9M;^sting
qrlebiscite be held^^^^^^ Avl pre.sent, without the authority experience in media and distributiohs? Surely, anyone
way couplet is implemented to of the legislature, the premier and government operations. Through with the: slightest uhdefstandirig
” whether or not tax cabinet ministers are spending him, you may now obtain better concern of the “outdoors”
---------- :„r„---------- r ............. .,r ^^d in- scrvices from the commission
h we, the with regard to its programs and ments
y p t p y t p y „vir  respan- activities. Please feel free to with i ipris^r^ ::
Is that;the council is spending my sible) without authorization by contact him as often as necessary. ‘Sujnino r and:»While Canadians afelsavihg more, it follows that they,are ‘ ‘ „
spendmg less, which IS indeed Ihe case. Imports of mainly- project which is not neccessary. directors which we elected to position to serve you better. Mon's do'not feed onabalone Mr
manufactured goods were down 13 per cent in 1982, and sorne Yes. 1 am against the one-way .supervise our affairs. Law Reform Commission XlinZ Furtheri^ore "hae ii
------------------ because of the ,„h , ..i.hrating and How can businessmen, who of Canada „„ , I;
■l
sea i
major department store chains are losing money ! 
drop-off in sales.
couplet and I am celebrating am
Discount retailers and bargain ba.sement operations, on the 
other hand, appear to be picking up business as consumers s'"~“ 
around. It seems we’re really becoming price conscious.
How can ^businessmen, wno u. no evidence to suggest thatlthey :-^
hope to celebrsite even more cifter would not tolerute such inr ; severely imp3.ee on 3ny other '
the municipal elections in competent mismanagement of ^ ^ ^
November.
“Then there’s the change in borrowing patterns. Simply pui, 
we’re paying off loans rather than increasing the balances to 
buy more consumer goods. Gonsumer credit (as a percentage of 
after-tax income) is how at its lowest level hnee the 1960s, and
John Salvador;, 
Town of Sidney Taxpayer
Mmmmagement
even credit card companies are feeling the pinch. Canadians are 
in fact paying down those “plastic’ ’ balances with the high, liigh ;
interest rates.
It is interesting to recall that, 
when the NDP gover­
nment, the legislature met twice 
each year and the public accounts 
committee was chaired by a 
member of the Social Credit 
Opposition. Why has Mr. 
Bennett refused comparable 
; scrutiny of '■he record of his
;;,; :, ,;;::/\t the:govui:nmuni level, l■eslrainl pr<lgralus have been grudg-
ingly accepted:;.;'b- i lmany:'^7'dcnip'cracythe''
The point, of course, i,s that the average Canadian has reacted members of the legislature form 
quite reasonably and realistically to excruciating changes in the the boardof directors, elecied by
economic enyironment. Savings arc up. borrowing is down and the citizens—ihe sharehoklers —
to rtin their business, the business
; their private, corporate affairs, 
continue to support a premier 
V and cabinet who have jvlolated 
every basic principle of good 
business or good governmeiU? :
Frank Snowsell 




•Restraint in wage settlements, it appears, has .suddenly 
become natural. One union after another has accepted the reali- 
s ty that many companies cannot afford big salary increases, so 
; mediocre raises or eycn reductions have been negotiated.
PCfi thanks 
’Wisher i
: forny Q f sea li fe, i ncludi ng salmon 
and herring.
The department of fisheries 
: and :oceans has monitored the 
return of sea lions to the Gulf of 
Georgia area, and has launched a 
series of studies to determine if 
Sundance elementary ; school : there is any cause for concern, 
will be celebrating lis lOth an-: relative to bur fisheries, 
miversary this month and 1 am —However, Mr. Merriman has 
inviting all Sundancers,; parents, obviously made up his mind 
children and / Staff; —past and before the facts are in. 
present to a; picnic-reunion May bv his; last paragraph, he„refers 
',28.;'': : ':'"'".''b,to‘earlier '-..'sea:., ';;lioh;:",.,,conlr‘ol'
We’ll be holding the gathering programs (thinning: herds on
Now, it appears the recession is ending. Yet even Ihe policies ii,,. cabirici
included in lunanec Minister Marc i.alonde’s ivceni budget may oriiceis.
nol be enough to eliaugc people into free spc" '.............. ^ - ^ ^
a long while indeed.
ihdcrs agaiiV, That
of :!ho‘"province: Thc'Trethier iR' 
:,';:\;:,l,'',.':presidenL'bf';Jlicxorpofaiion''';ihd:;^
ministers',; 11iC'Vlnblc:';:;;;;(^TAG)Tljg‘bgi‘aiiu
This inosi receiii donaiion will 
by : any corporation it is be used lo npclaie criiical ul'l'icc
icqiiired by law that Ihe pre.sident equipineiii and to generally
at the old school; 2549 (Quadra 
Street, rroin nobn-4 p.m. Bring 
your ow—picnic.;'"';.
A color videotape; unit will be 
on hand to record your 
reminiscences and candid 
comments for posterity (We; are 
also vvorkingTon n; more formal 
(’vahmiion of ihe sc!inors"‘suy- ’
rookeries) and proposals “to set 
tip rn ac hi he: gun posts in 
Johnstone Strait to thin out 
numbers of killer whales” with 
apixirent nostalgia,
; His cloliing comment begins 
with a ‘lament, ‘‘Bui hotly sea 
lions and killer :—v4tales^^^^y a 
protected now : : and eon-
:all
...... .......
thc Kca llqnythiu tnay he disaster
' hv:'’:;,'j^,fishermen;;;' I t';ni'ay'cqme;c 
to a ease of‘them (inis’.”
;;60,:YEAUS AGO::
From the May tOy 1923, Issue ()f 
The Review';.'^'/'
Sidney ferry, the City of Angele^, 
completed her inauguration trip, 
carrying 10 cars and 40 
passengers, representing various
Ricketts, who nas
\ The;y Peninsula ; Community ;
Associtition ,wishes to; .warm 1 y 
■thank : /itic : ygonerous : and ; 
anonymous “,\ycll-wisher’’ for; 
the ihoney order received late last 
month,:',
L h'arlior iny the; yciar :ilic ' ‘ well-;
‘ wisher” nrovidcri I'lmds for the
SUIney::;;Teen";: Activity'rGroup;^ ■■-ess), Please come and'hdppiakc 1 ■;‘‘Chides:wiUy;ihe:4rrespon





only promoK; a leiurn to less 
enlightened times when fisher- 
, men indiscrimituttrily^^ I'd
!^M lions and wimles it'sliould-be
made clear (hat Ihi.s is strictly 
against the law now, and that
were destroyed May 12 by a fire might V(Munieer to organize it. llollvwo.Td. TV fans will anyotie who witnesses
for eight years battled for the which started on the roof of the small payment would ilien he recogni/e him for liis role in barassment of a rnarinepumnnal
chnmpkiriship of British Ghimlha ' ; house and soon spread, nimleiiT the board, ' “Clwekmate” ammij* other parts Mmuld itlake a report to /the^:G
on the McIntyre ehcckcrhpard, ;A'V large amptint ofPri^visiohs of: r^^^^ he Has played; citarge on the y
'.On'"":.five'::','formery::occasions'","y'mnd'!sccd'potatoes were destroyed',/:' '':'serdce^"coih'icc'(ing,.''.''Saanichton/.;"''''':",''""'.'.L.";y" ;''yy,offender th'eniseivcs.'"' '-^y,';''""'.; 
Rickelss succeeded in reaching in the blaze, as vvcrc nearly all the Bay with the nmlnUnid was : YEARS y Mr. Merritnan’s
the stage of playing the reigning home furnishings, ; t'oreeasi again by: Reeve Sydney Erom the, May 9, 1973, Issue of y rttgretiablc use of theclichcd term y
chanipiOn but just could not An RCAF plane sighted the y Pickles wheii he Was/ discussing The Review y 7* Disneyland-type naturalists*’, ,
organizations of the Pacific apnex the crown."As challenger; blaze while passing oyer Galiano svidoning of Mount Newton J'win 53-fOoi fibreglass paiiol by this we can assume he is
Northwest" The business men of ibr the title from the North Jsland but beforc help cisuld he Cross Road at I'ucsd.iy evening's vessels for the tlepariinerit of referiiiig to anyone noL shnrlhg
Sidney and a number from Saanich "Service Ghib, he met -sent the fhc Was out of Conirol. ' y Central Saanich council nieeting" "nsheries y wereG opinion that: sea lions "■
Victoria turned out to give the " H.E." Kennedy of the 20 YEARS ACiO Vancouver last wi-ek, Both 'Bkc whales?) should"; be "
vlsilorsi a hearty welcopic. After Checker Chib ;i last W bri llu; farm during the absence of From Ihc May 15, 1963, Issue of " .vessels ; "Stiiart fkist and the
they had landed they were tm* / evening in the finals. Previously her husband in hospital and two: The Review of people
mediately taken to Victorist to a |wb games in the series of best of " soils in the forces overseas. There Intcrnaiionaily-known stage Canoe Gove-Shlpyarcl, The grey With considerably" more insight, 
luncheon, five gasc c.ach a win and Wed- wa.s no in.surancc. and television actor Sebastian hullet! vesefs have a maximum knowledge,andlrainlngrcIativc
n*.cfinu»(! ''taw —30 YEARS A GO Cubot lias ticquired a further spCed of 17 knots and will likely "to/the; marine cnl'ironntenl who
From Ihc May I3» 1953, Issue of : acieagein North Saaiiich.-^^^^^^ on the West Coast , disagree with such Slone Age
The Review : W ^ " Cabot: has ptii-hascd severalto Caitadlan y,: thitiking, - and he can call them
:Tu(ure"''Of::-Sidney;./'Days:';;'H'p*-'':y;'':;:acres';; in"'T.)ec'p 'Tbvc 'aiear'yihe"; ySteamship-lnspectlon stmuJartls’""" wha'fhe lil<es.;‘ '•■. 
penred " pneertain when North c:halci and overlooking the »'aid Don Nlathestin, an exceptive —y;" Fop^W^
haanich "War . Nlenuirial ihirk /S*^*''*^*' * lansactiuiiiiwas haiidled ‘^vltii liie iniuiiia. '' l imy tmrk IH/ / deiiHaiHiiateh IPs irwii igiUMance
Board met Wednesday evening by Sidnev Realty l td. to 2f) weeks trr complete; we have "f basic biological principles and
last Week:The pfoposuf was - The new 1 Jeep Cove properly 4 tlihd oite also uiidcr cun^^^ his lack of credibility in making
made to offer the annualevimllri owner is a foririerTbndon actor striiciion which will he used - in : such / statements as: iBlke the
Ideal w'cathcr prevailed during " esday's continuation of piny 
the voyage across the Siralts, and saw Ricketts in excellent form 
the Washingtonians were able to taking two in a row and clinching 




From The M«jy !0, 1933, Issue of
Persistency has at last
40 YEARS AGO
j-rbinThc'May./|2,. 1943,' issiii*' of' 
Thie Review;'"""
The farm Horne and several 
out hu ild ings b f M r s. R; 
Greenliough,"::NoTtH any / group of; iribiyfdual : vvHo-y IW (Treat Slave l.,akei ..Coutlmied oh Page, A5:
"‘G" :'i-vL
, i* * 1 fe.
~y~.jj'l.S]i>.C;y!;'>:^-.ai.iiMw»fe^ji^
Youngsters above twirling toes in ancient art of Irish dancing 
were among 300 entered in Irish Dancing Festival April 30 at 
Sanscha Dali which drexy competitors from A Iherta, Seattle,
Vancouver and California as well as local entrants. Dancing 
teacher Delores Gaynor always holds annual festival at 
Sanscha. Murray Sharratl Photo.
North Saanich council May 2 gave first three readings to budget 
bylaws caliiiig for spending $2,433,483 for general purposes; $687,255 
for water and $147,045 for sewers.
Most of the figures are little changed from the budget; when general 
expenditure was $2,630,755, water $652,585, and sevver $138,625.
Revenue to be raised from property taxes is up by $45,000, from » 
$894,720 in 1982 lo $939,456 for 1983.
Anticipated federal grants in lieu of taxes were decreased from 
: $225,000 to$140,000. Interest;income;was expected to drbpOo $78,OOOf ' i 
from $ 143,895 received last year when inferesf rates were much higher. :
The provincial government grant is expected tbf be almost un- 4 
changed, at $279,912.
Last year $487,694 was transferred into revenue from reserves; This 
year only $268,000 is to be transferred. There is $222,637 in working 
capital on hand, compared to $158,057 last year.
The budget clocs hot allow: i'or any increases iii salaries for f 
■; municipal cmployees.'tV'';
There is $96,000 in the budget for road maintenance, and $52,200 f 
for drainage. Last year these items were budgeted at a total of 
$60f000, but more than $140,600 was actually spent. "
; Bill for the library is $80,753, $ 15,000 more than was budgeted last 
year, but $1,300 less than was actiially spent.
Money for the new satellite rirchall is in the budget again, after little 
was spent last year. There is $2.55,550 for the building and $149,050 
for 0C)uipmcht./f'f ft
:RahdyWaish;4sfpleasediib:atiinounce;the;:?openihg;offRahd^^ 
CSintc Pharmacy. WeM! be open fl^ay i6th to supply you vitith 
all your prescription needs.
Eckankm.Miidy
Please be advised liiat ellective May 1 si, 1983 there is no longer 
a Branch df4he B.C, S:P,C,A. operating iiTthe Gibosn— Sechelt/ 
■Areaf
(Continued from Page A4 7^^
whales, tliey :fsea lions) .served no 
useful juiiposc olhci , Ilian , as , 
fraitied perhn niei'S;Inniquafiuhts•" f 
'(W: 4(t,ffhril!fnaiutevlpvers,!y:''Seif:;' 
Jiojts: liifyeypeht tifiljiottSi>r;years'::.'y: 
;cyo,iviitjt:within fheir'!tiifhef;;;uid 
their I’n'innwiuaiibn f(vfhcyprcstMtt' 
:'flifeeily'4ebeets: fheif'':i'ole;:itt:'flfe|s'''' 
maiine eeosvsiein.
ivbpcdtfat ;i:cader4of' Mr,..; 
;A'1erfitn'tiri’S:e(4uin'Mteeognized''ii'e;’'.' 
fnn;;:W'iiat:;::iLwas:.'r4;:Hi«ccuraie,T'::; 
ovei st.ual, and pre cmpiivtiy 
:xliuiicdt:'4,ei4a,isswait'4ihtil''4he'-'.' 
!.'.sUid'es .i'^are.,;. contpleied ^ before 
tleciding:'Avifciher 4t ;fishcrmcit's;.,..
, Ibbby'::'is;;'wnrraiiiedr4itui, ''with''';;;' 
! ;spceifi;e:' fefcren'f:c''':io'''':;Snaniclt 
Idnlei.ydcf's'tis, ■'not endypcatc';: a';'; 
eoniiot program on the basts of 
afi unproven threat to spdn 
fishing, to the exclusion pf all 
other sociological and biological 
feonsidernt itms,'icy;';:!;; ' ;;7:; i'f" f 
Siftcly Air,; Mertimah'iins h'ecitq'y' 
1; pounding (he beat long enough toy y 
iciilii'e lital fhe demise of bin 
salnioit 1 fisheries yhas're^
; tlitecily';. Ir6iny:ilu;; s,aine'Aort;;;{.tl’:;, 
singIe-minded , dest ruef i ve 
ihinking in thlter sectors,' ' yv' ■
Hyrjrirfuif ;■
Eckankar will be presenting 
■'"('ouheiotisncss'TltL ; Key;'!!'';fbV"!" 
:i;,in,;’’'fby; ■Sri;.;,Darwin';.;Ciross.;'.::A 
book;siudy:and discussion gMup.;;;; 
is now forming. Interested 
■persot'|S.‘ihay.cali!6.56'"2i6'l6,,
vSu/4iki ouUxjrirds deliver more for yoiii liiib oxh.ui.M on inowl intKlels. And oil 
niojiey With advanced featui'es like Itxip ‘ ;iiijedinn dti large; "
cliarge fiid induction across the line, , engines
I!\iintlesse]e(lK)nicigini:i6n and UwHigb
If wwimiuiwwiniiiii
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Sidney post office gets smart took as father and son painters, Morris and Ro.< 
clean up trim with fresh white paint. Keitii s?
Michells
ri ss Sutherland, 
lh Sutherlarid Photo
A feasibility study done by 
B.C. Transit recommends 
replacing the present North 
Saanich bus route with small vans 
that would make eight runs a day 
to Ardmore, Deep Cove and 
southwest Sidney. A smilar 
service is recommended for 
Cordova Bay.
The present service uses a 40- 
passenger bus and runs four 
times a day, circling from the 
Sidney exchange via McTavish,
West Saanich and Landsend 
Roads. It does not go into 
Ardmore at all, and at Deep Cove 
makes only one loop west of 
West Saanich, via Downey, 
Derrick and Wain Roads.
The proposed service would 
use a 15-20 passenger van, taking 
three different runs. One would 
cover the area north of the 
airport, using Mills Road and 
looping out to Madrona Drive via 
Downey and Birch Roads.
The second would cross the 
peninsula on Mills and McTavish 
Roads and would include a loop 
around Ardmore Drive from 
Bradley Dyne Road south.
The third route would connect 
with the Victoria fastbus at 
Panorama Leisure Centre instead 
of at Sidney, and would run on 
East Saanich Road to Canora 
and Weiler and Northbrook.
The study estimates that this 
routing would bring bus service 
within normal walking distance 
of 3,400 people, compared to 
1,200 with the present route, and 
have 20,000 to 33,000 riders in a 
year compared to 8,600 on the 
present route.
Total annual cost would in­
crease from $66,000 to $85,000, 
but cost per ride would drop 
■from $7-67 a ride to about $3.20
.:a:nde.'7''
The study also considered a 
“route deviation” service, in ; 
which the bus would go as much 
as a kilometre out of its way to 
pick up passengers at their doors, 
was estimated that this 
7 would reachiah additional 
people at an added cost of
$17,000 a year, but this system 
was not recommended.
For Cordova Bay the report 
recommends 12 trips a day 
connecting to Royal Oak 
shopping centre and travelling by 
West Saanich Road, Elk Lake 
Drive, Patricia Bay Highway, 
Claremont, Santa Clara,
Piedmont, Del Monte,
Claremont, Wesley, Sea Ridge, 
Alvarado, Wesley and
Haliburton back to Elk Lake
Drive.
This is estimated to reach 1,360 
people, with an annual ridership 
between 13,600 and 20,400, and a 
cost of $46,000 a year.
North Saanich mayor Jay 
Rangel commented last week that 
he was extremely pleased with the 
B.C. Transit study, which 
followed the line council 
members’ recommendations over 







Gordon and Ralph Michell, 
have written to Central Saanich 
council asking that use of ther 
waterfront property at Island 
View Beach for recreational 
vehicles be recognized as pre­
dating the present zoning bylaw, 
and be allowed to continue as 
non-conforming use.
They said they had been 
sharing the waterfront with 
residents of the general area, not 
as a commercial operation; that 
the use was recognized with the 
community plan was adopted,
The Corporation of the District 
of Central Saanich
increase the metered charge for water by 2^ per 






They asked for equal treatment ^ 
with other property owners 
non-conforming
„:-;::!ycntures,:'‘^:
Council referred the letter to 
conirhittce, along with two letters ; 
from long-time users of the beach. ^ 
'flic letters stressed the .service 
performed by the camper,s in 
keeping the beach free of broken 
glass and putting out fires.
8
g Present this coupon on or before May 29th/83 at any 
* Cloverdale Paint store and get $6.00 off the regular 
?| selling price of 4 litres of Interior/Exterior Satin Latex 
■ ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER STORE SPECIALS
a request by Nelson Northwood, 
Victoria, for a sewer hookuj) for 
a 60 to 75-unit trailer park on 
property within the 'rsawoul 
hidian Reserve, between Central 
Sfinnich Road and the Pat Bay 
Mighway near Mottnt Newton 
"cross Road.
Council denied a request by 
'TDfV'^:A:.G^.'^''^VoorhOeve:;'TotTap-;!'■:
; provni of a medical office oh ,
' ^ farm uercage where he Intends to ^ 
build a home, He will be tolddtc 
nntsi locate in a commercial area.;
Staff will be asked to report qn :
Merle Micliell that ■ Saanwqpd ■
_ THtrpisi^Ltd.;Hs/}iellhig'Tarv;morev;"';l^ 
than local farm produce at their: ;
market at Island View Road and i 
iH'at Bay;Highway.;
The kttci lisk'd oranges, 
.■-"^"■■""rhanhnnsj: avoeeadDs,'';cOcbmilsv''■;'■"'
:;;:;:7"^:::,:;drlnks;:TTjce';::Tercam,;:.: .-.salad;'';
dressings, fro/en orange jttice, 
■jvTur'dtatsK'.; 'and ;,.Tp»Binj| ;:■■ ;;soilT;f and':i
eomplamed, that tins was untau 
competition foi their Hi View 
Market, which is within a quarter 
of mile and has lo pav com­
mercial tuxes.
'y
Enjoy, the Greek experiehefe;;
too*, achylic ,
WOOD STAIN
mu'i.mam- mmm ' mmu iJ.'
exterior 100% ACRYLiel
Presont this coupon on or before May 29lh/83 at any
SUNDAY, TO SATUJIOAY
smmmmimmii
’ -'I,- v ••1,1 K.■, '.-iiw*. ■lOiT
price of;3.9 litresbf;; .;
; 100% Aervlic Wood"Stain;
Our Chef's Specials
SOUVUKI MOSKARISIO........................ ......... 7.95
vvTonder cuM;ol bobj'marinfiloci with.Iifiibs-riiid‘spicosr'sorw 
ol ricf) pilal
; r,t • '11.%■. I ir,« ^ 4 f ■;Smi.0IN;V'%:.,'V.':;................... .
■Thirjk, succiitonl top Sliiolacooktul lci.poi'|outioii,' v,:a;
Most Invourila Hollenic and phll-holloiilachDice ol cassorolos,eonsistin{] - 
of'floaplahf. potatdos.TUGcbinl and spicy firdun moat. oyon’biiked and ■ 
stopped;with a volvety:smooili bet;ham(d snudo,: ;:; : .T^"^ ' :'^^^
ARNIFRIKASIE................................................................ 7,1
; Lamb oassorolo..-'”'the: bo;it:Of Greek CiiisinoV:;;
Beautiful coverage. Accurate 
colour. Last!ng quality; Now, that's, 
the corinfoflbt a; superior (3aint.:t^^yf
Cloverclale





Broiled (resh B.C: Salmon lilot toppedwllh our Hoilandaiso saiice, '
Hi'iiciitioiiai:Greek iiair '.ipjf’n ,jj
, DELLV DANCINB
' iw>CK;M*M»l, inw»0i)|nii,
8 ' ^ .
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They seem a perfect couple. 
And they are. After 18 years of 
marriage the relationship is still 
sweet, fresh. They think alike, 
enjoy doing the same things, take 
comfort from each other.
Neil Pearce doesn’t have to go 
to the pub after work and “wind 
down.” He can do that better at 
home. His wife, Denise, glows 
when she talks about Neil. They 
have three children — Jeremy, 4, 
Nathanial, 16, Ursula 17 — and 
live on the waterfront, at 10475 
Allbay Road.
Neil, 46, is a passionate 
fisherman. Denise, 42, is 
positive, lively and energetic.
Both are disabled in different 
ways — Neil is hearing impaired, 
Denise stutters — but their 
handicaps have not marred their 
relationship, Neil’s work, or their 
interests.
Neil — a Sidney probation 
officer — suffers from ’ high 
frequency deafness in both; ears, 
caused by years of shooting in the 
British army. As a former 
platoon commander his ears were 
under constant bombardment, he 
explains ruefully. In those days 
the army did not provide 
adequate protection against 
noise.
Hearing aids in both his ears 
don’t replace natural hearing but 
they do enable Neil to perform 
successfully in his job, even 
though he does have to cope with 
some stress. In court, where Neil 
frequently appears on behalf of 
clients it’s sometimes difficult to 
hear judges who are “nortorious 
for mumbling”, and lawyers and 
prosecutors who normally stand 
in court with their backs to him 
pose problems too.
Most people whose hearing is 
impaired subconsciously lip-read 
— it’s always basier to talk to 
, ; someone when you’re eyeball-to- 
eyeballi Neil explains.
But that isn’t always possible. 
Some of his clients are“hurting 
so much, are so depressed and 
feeling badly about themselves”
Denise has stuttered since 
childhood. It’s the worst cross 
she has ever had to bear, she says. 
In the early days she would 
become depressed, break down 
and cry. But although she 
describes stuttering as one of the 
“saddest and most horrible 
afflictions” she also says it is 
interesting because its cause is a 
mystery.
Speech is the most complicated 
part of the motor system — it 
takes some 75 muscles to say 
“mama” — and becau.se it is 
such a finely co-ordinated ac­
tivity it obviously doesn’t take 
much to upset it, she says.
Re.searchers don’t know whv
May is Hearing 
Awareness Month. 
Newspapers are asked 
to draw the public’s 
attention to this 
special month and to 
run feature stories on 
people whose hearing 
is impaired. Does it 
help anyone? Any 
action that increases 
our awareness of other 
people’s problems and 
draws attention to the 
way people cope with 
and master handicaps 
must be a u seful and 
positive exercise. This 
is the story of Denise 
and Neil Pearce.
Denise used to believe she 
would be able to cope by 
speaking quickly and “jumping 
over the blocks.” But the reverse 
is true and real improvement 
came only when she slowed 
down.
She was one of the first to 
participate in a group treatment 
program at Gorge Hospital where 
stutterers were taught to slow 
their speech down to 60 syllables 
a minute. Denise’s natural style 
of speech is rapid — almost twice 
as fast as most people — but 
slowing up helped, although it 
didn’t cure.
She tried circumlocution — 
quickly changing words to evade 
the “block” — but eventually her 
sentences became too distorted. 
When she started treatment at the 
hospital she stuttered more than 
ever because she wasn’t allowed 
to change dilTicult words. 
Instead, she had to face them and 
repeat them until she was able to 
“get the words out.”
One of the saddest aspects of 
the affliction is that almost all 
sufferers are unemployed, she 
says. Denise dropped out of 
university because her stutter 
excluded all plans for a career. “1 
just couldn’t see a job for me that 
would not be affected by my 
speech.”
If “normal” people stutter 
through nervousne.ss they tend to 
think life-long stutterers suffer 
from nervousness and anxiety—- 
but that isn’t so, Denise explains.
Neither shy or anxious, Denise 
is outgoing, confident, has taken 
judo courses, meditates daily, is a 
member of Central Saanich 
Toastmasters and is currently 
completing a degree course in 
psycholpgy at the University of 
.■■'^Victoria.'',
Her ambition: is to ; teach 
■ parenting commuhicCation skills; 
y: She says she’s lcarned a lot about : 
licr subject and finds it 
frustrating “not being able to
Neil and Denise Pearce — handicapped hut happy.
t;::
iv:'•
look down. Even the voice will be 
lowered. So Neil may have to 
listen harder or turn up the 
volume of his hearing aids.
Straining to hear clients, 
judges and : lawyers; suffering 
sometimes frorh r background 
music and noise at parties and 
group meetings, makes Neil’s job 
'.harder.:;':-";'::
people stutter and there is no 
cure. There are plerity of theories 
which say stuttering is learned, or 
neurotic, or caused by the 
envirqrlment oir predisposition;: 
that it’s constitutional 
(phsyiological) or that strokes or sl^are” that knowledge, 
different kinds of head injuries She’s concerned when there’s 
can produce the affliction. POor communication between
Statistically, 1.2 per cent of the - parents*and'their children. When 
population stutters and the figure ^ child has done something he’s
may be as high as 3 per cent in pleased with and is looking tor
children, however Denise says 80 praise she suggests this can be
per cent of youngsters classified done in an oblique way so that
as stutterers recover spon- positive reinlorcement comes
taneouslv before they become trom the child himsell rather
adult. More men than women than from the parental source,
stutter — the ratio is three to four l or the child who produces a 
males tc5 every
say “ I guess you must be pleased 
with that”, rather than “Aren’t 
you clever!”
Her advice to fellow stutterers 
— take speech therapy at the 
Gorge Hospital. For parents of 
children with this affliction, she 
suggests they take a look at the 
pressures in The: home and 
examine :ways members of the 
family cbmrhunicate:
Attempt to d iminish the 
huniber of “don’ts”, she says,' 
and advises writing down how 
Often a child is corrected, scolded 
of denied requests. As well, 
parents: shduld; rniake not of 
how frequently they are " ap­
proving of their child.
Peggie |{o« aiid
The water management branch: 
of the provincial environment 
ministry has commented un­
favorable on the prospect of 150 
homes being built on Cloake Hill.
Having reviewed a report by 
Thurber Consultants Ltd. and 
other available information, as 
well as visiting the site, the 
branch concluded that 
domestic septic disposal .systems 
will liltirnately have an adverse 
affect upon groundwater quality 
in the areas underlying and 
dovynslopc pf the disposal
to discuss the matter further. ;
•Geologist Dr. Ed Owens 
submitted : his resignation;: as 
chairman . of the eriviromental 
advisory commission, as he is 
moving to the United Kingdom.
•Council agreed in principle to 
a co-operation agreement bet­
ween the fire dcparimcnt and the 
rn i n i s t r y p f t r a n s p o r t f i r c 
department on the ai rport, but 
will seek legal opinion on t he 
i m plications p f s u eli a r i
agreement.'::'.iV'-'T 
•Municipal ^ Affairs Ministef 
Jack Heinrich wrote thc council 
there was not enough response to 
t he suggest io n o f a m a 1 ga m a 1 ion; 
of the peninsula municipalities 
for his mini,slry to imdcrtake a 
study of Ihc effects.
•Council approved a 
recommendation from clerk 
Tony Green not to contract out 
animal control work to the





‘24;hr. answciring service: 7:(lays-a,
week
Plus these additional services? :
‘Wake-up service 
; *ReiTiiiider service 
: ‘Dispatch service::
,‘ Direct, telephone aclvertisini) service: 
■‘Security alariu:;service::: . ;^f






Reasons given were lack of soil 
arid thg'j'ract
bedrock where Ihe wells arc,
This is the opposite to Ihc 
cbnchrsidii ;/ of Tliurber,^; C^ 
i sultants, wild staled that ;hhc site 
js suitable ; for Gcpiid^^^ d^
on; bhc-acfe-miniiTiurn;
The Thurbci repdri was ‘•IpiN 
for the jieople::proposing : t^ 
develop the lots.:The {water 
mariageincnt branch recommends 
North Saanlclv hire an in­
dependent groundwater conn- 
sultunt to do further studies. 
Council decided to arrange a 
spcciafmeeting of the planning 
and zoning committee along with 




•Oak 'n Bnnel 
•Pitcilir, Homob 
:• Wriketman & Irimhle ;
•Motiiip Vac 
•Spiill's Dhovnin 
















•Royal Bank ; ; .
•Soalioaid fTopoilios
elderly day care
The Mount Newton Day Care 
Tor the, Elderly has vacancies for 
seniors vvith chronic rncdical 
conditions. The service Is 
designed as a service on a daily 
basis under the long term care 
borne and family support 
program and is not a residence 
but: d day care centre. For 
complete informntion call the co- 
' 'pfdinatbf at 652-3432 Monday to; 
Friday, 9j30 a.tTi,-4 p.m.
TEE.BAl.1.
:•Alliance tiiQirioonnii ’ ; T ': ; 
' *Bay8hi)fe Family: r|e$iai;irani 





;::»Dan, Wood's Auionioiivo:; 
•Deep Cove Plumhinri 




•Brownies, fried Cnicken '
;' • B (t; 01 wood; Ba y. pri a i n;i;icy 
•Kealihg tlsed Auto Paris■ ■
, •Lambrick Excavating 
i •bputidway Maloi's ;
and mr a ffillaU leagm
THE PENINSULA SENIOR 
LEAGUE BASEBALL








On May 16, handyDART
bn the Saanich Pdnlnsdla. If you are m
you may usb handyDART:
handyDART provides a safe, comfortablo ride; 
in special vans equipped With lifts for pepp^ 
vvlth wheelchairs of those who cannot cllmb^^^^ 
stairs.
Use handyDART for doctor’s appointrnehts,,. 
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By MARY KIERANS
Thomas Keneally invariably 
picks for his work a tumultuous 
historical period, and highlights 
an agonizingly sensitive historical 
issue. He is also a gripping 
storyteller, in command of a 
versatile, unpretentiously am­
bitious prose, settling on great 
themes and strong characters.
The author tells us how he was 
handed this “ready made” novel 
— Schindler’s Ark — through a 
chance encounter in Los Angeles 
with a Pole called Poldek who 
said: “I have a book you should 
write . . . 1 was saved, together 
with 1,300 other Polish Jews, by 
a German call Oskar Schindler. 
Schindler was a tycoon, a wild 
man, a drinker, a black 
marketeer. He rescued us out of 
camps like Gross-Rosen and 
Auschwitz ... What he did was, 
he founded his own con­
centration camp and kept people 
safe inside it.”
Poldek travelled with Keneally 
arid arranged many of the in­
terviews needed for him to write 
this book about Oskar Schindler, 
to learn to admire him 
profoundly, and to project him 
as a symbol of the triumph of 
good over the most repellent evil.
Keneally stumbles very rarely 
in this well-sustained account of 
the deeds of Schindler and the 
cast of the good, the bad and the 
indifferent whose lives crossed 
his m Cracow and the con­
centration camps.
It sets a swift, cool pace, 
brilliantly successful in the many 
effects ; it attempts. With oc­
casional wry humour and awful 
irony, these range compellingly 
ffdih cdfnparispn > of the moral 
universe of a' concentration 
camp, to the delicate treatment of 
,the motivation of Schindler’s 
“stubborn and possessed 
mission”, to the details that rivet 
your eyes and heart to the page of 
the sights, sounds and smells of 
the occupying soldiery, the
Peggy Young Photo
A new show at Maples Gallery 
runs through to May 15 and 
features two up-lsland artists.
Potter Ruth Porter from 
Nanaimo is known for her 
functional ware. She began her 
cottage industry eight years ago 
in a friend’s basement and has 
since studied under Berthe 
Martis, Carol Graham and Bryon 
Johnstad at Malaspina College.
A regular participant in the 
annual Vancouver Island Crafts 
Exhibition, Porter has taught 
children’s courses at Malaspina 
College and in local schools and 
also takes adult education classes 
at Beban Park Recreational 
Centre.
A member of the B.C. Potters’ 
Guild, Porter lives with her 
husband and two sons at Piper’s 
Lagoon.
Janet Rippingale of Campbell 
River will show petroglyph 
rubbings and prints. She was 
introduced to the technique of 
rubbing by a friend in England 
who specialized in taking brass 
rubbings using paper and heavy 
black wax. Rippingale tried it on 
petroglyphs but the results were 
disappointing. However, 
following experimentation with
different materials —^ including 
the family’s T-shirts and old 
sheets — Rippingale settled on a 
lightw'eight off-white canvas.
Her hobby was turned into a 
small business by the first sale of 
a rubbing to some curious 
tourists. Her canvasses are now 
available in shops and museums 
across Canada and have been 
sent to many countries including 
Japan, Germany, Russia, 
Australia and South America.
Many of the petroglyphs are 
carved on boulders or bed rock 
below high tide level and all are 
located in very special places—- 
some at water sources, excellent 
fishing areas or sites of spec­
tacular beauty. It is generally 
accepted that the carvings are the 
work of shamans in the shrouded 
past and were done by using a 
.Stone hammer.
Rippingales’s main concern is 
to make more people aware of 
these precious artifacts through
the rubbings as well as to ensure 
future conservation of them 
through education.
A petroglyph rubbing first 
involves locating the original 
rock carving. This often proves 
to be a difficult task as rocks on ■ 
which carvings appear have been 
subjected to wind and water 
erosion for hundreds of years.
Once an original carving has 
been located a canvas is stretched 
over the area of carving and then 
rubbed lightly with a small cloth 
dabbed with oil paint. Each 
rubbing is therefore an original 
and no two rubbings are exactly 
alike. Finishing touches are 
applied by texturing around the 
outline as it appears on the 
canvass.
Maples Gallery is located at the 
corner Of West Saanich Road and 
Kedting Cross Road. Hours are 
from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. seven 
days a week. Call 652-2102 for 
more information.
We are familiar with com­
ponent audio systems. 
Aridiophiles combirie a turntable 
made by one manufacturer with 
an amplifer made by another, 
with speakers by another, arid so 
on. One amplifer is the switching 
station for radio signals; records, 
tapes and other audio inputs. The 
advantage of audio components 
' is thatv a :pembn can^ rinix
The next logical step, 
therefore, is to develop a com­
ponent television system whereby 
the monitor (the screen) is 
purchased separately from the 
receiver and the speaker. The 
Sony Corporation already 
markets such ■ a component 
system; Matsushitm Electric 
(Panasonic) has similar plans.
The principal limiting factors 
at present is the size and 
resolution of the T.V. monitor 
arid the quality of reception of 
broadcast signals.
of sophistication and their 
budget. Stereophonic sound is 
now accepted as the norm.
doomed ghetto, the young and We’ve come a long way from resolution and broadcast
old victims of V/arsaw brought the record player and AM radio. problems could be
vividly nearer today through The next significant development significantly improved by digital
Keneally’s reconstructed detail. will be the digital auJo disc an a enhancement. Here,
I put Schindler’s Ark down, tranjormation of the iraditional microelectronics receive
impressed by its power and its , • . ___ broadcast signals, convert them
vivid portraiture and anecdotes, . pernaps m digital pulses, and then
and shaken from its reminders. significant, however, is e average the resulting signals arid
This powerful new work is transformation that seems im- ..fin tn the gaps.’Nhus;; 336,
available from either the Sidney- v™ ^
of digital T.V.; multiple image, 
freeze frame, picture storage and 
frame zooming are apparently 
also possible.
Ironically, 1984 is often cited 
as the year when many of these 
futuristic innovations will come 
to the consumer market. When 
cost is brought to within an 
acceptable : range, their impact 
could be the ' same as that of 
audio components in the late 
1970’s. They could also present 
investment opportunities in a 
number of areas.
[Stephen Taylor is a 
representative of- Pitfieldy* 
Mackay Ross Limited, Victoria]
North Saanich or Central 




Some 40 member.s of Central 
Saanich Seniors Association 
spent a. busy and happy af­
ternoon April 21. Everyone 
seemed in a happy mood and 
enjoyed a mouth-wateririg pot 
luck luncheon. Spring flowers 
w'cre pretty on the tables.
A business / meeting brought 
good -rieNvs of the association’s 
building’s progress and the big 
move is still on the books for late 
May. Also, seniors are preparing 
for bingo May 28,
During the afternoon members 
played carpet bowling, card 
games and Arnold Swansion 
entertained on the piano.
Floral festival 
at church
Flowers in Praise is a floral
depicting the lifei of Jesus Christ, 
^ to be held 2-4 p.m. May 14 
through 23 at vSt bavid-By-Thc- 
Sea Anglican Church, .5182 
C'ordova Bay Rd, An opening 
day tea is 2»4 p.m. May 14, For 
more information call 658-5173 
or ^
turntable,
. What is perhaps ore 
significant, however, is the 
transformation that s ems im­
minent in television.
We ari
television into the local cable 
system. More people are pur­
chasing video cassette'recorders, 
video discs and home computers, 
all of which are hooked up to the 
television sets) some are even 
purchasing satellite; receiving 
dishes to receive: satellite tran­
smissions; Thus television is 
becoming the main form of 
' output for many input mediums 
just as the amplifer outputs many 
forms of audio inputs, V
enhanced to produce a 525: line 
picture which would improve 
sharpness, colour and brightness.
International Telephone arid 
Telegraph (ITT) is developing 
digital T.V; chips and anticipates 
; having them on the market in 
1984. Zenith, Sony, Matsushita, 
R.G;Al; and Philips are said to be 
inlerristed in incorporating the 
ITT chip into their television 
systems. And picture enhan­




./Jennifer IdridsayofSidney has 
—•on the B.C; Adult Highland 
Dancing Championship and iWill 
represent The province in the 
"banridinn;'::'v';lnter-Pfovlricial 
Dlghland Oancirig Gham- 
'■■■ pi on s h i p s'i n;;'; Ca im brId ge 
Ontario, in July,
light "9 to 6" fashion sandals. They cradle 
your foot toe*tO’heel on cloud-soft foam 
insoles. All-leather uppers, nine styles, thre 
heelheighfeiand AA, B and D widths. 
;:Tt^t-waik:'a paifltociay.';\'‘ ■






















mailcarriers and rnany more. And then there 
are those who might not readily come to 
your mind..,tlie business people of our :
' community who provide those extremely
vital services we all need and count on.
1:There's the phamiacist whbll conripb 
’■ '^ythat jmpditanf I
and quickly'deliver it. There'^ the 
' ‘'•1,: harcyare sldre
, emergency plumbing parl.s, and the 
service station thet comes out and^^^/:^ 
gets your car quickly starled when 
/'it just'dbesn’t want to/turn: over; f ■ ^ 
Copal business can be "lifesavers" 
too, They’re there wlion you need 
them In an emergency... and 
wtien/it’s hot ah erpei-gency.^^w^ 
you still call on them? When you ; 
shop locally, you help build 
': your;co'rrimuhity. V:/-/1/r,;:::;'':;
A/o need to roam. 
shopping's here at home!
(( hvsupport of Shoppirir Locally
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M V Polar Circle docked at Patricia Bay Mayjust in from A ntarctic Ocean and on her way 
soori to Arctic. Glassed-in crowsnest contains duplicate controls so ship can he steered from 
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By JOHN GREEN
The South Pole is on land and 
the North Pole is Under ice, buty 
tbe motor vessel P’olar Circle xyill^^^^r 
get fairly close to both of them in V 
1983.
The 162-foot, ice-strengthened : 
steel vessel landed at Patricia Bay 
on Tuesday, just back from the 
edge of the Antarctic ice shelf. 
Next month she will head north j 
to spend the summer in the 
Beaufort Sea.
For the second year in a row 
she has been chartered by the 
Institute of Ocean Sciences to 
work on charting a 10-mile-wide 
corridor across the shallow 
Beaufort shelf for use by deep- 
draught super tankers.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Approximately 86 per cent of 
the 170-mile corridor has bcert 
charted in the part two years. The 
shel f has a dept h pf ap- 
proximately 40 nietres, but it^d^ 
jicaucred with “pjhgps", or with 
what institute personnel term 
"pingo-like features” which 
come as close as 15 
ihcsurfacc.
The ways in which these 
features are formed are still the 
■subject of some speculation, but I 
they consist of bottont sedimbnts 
bondcd logcthcriWith ictt, and are;
very solids A typical one 
be eonc-shaped with the sides, at
about a one-in-three slope and a 
diarhetef at the base of about 200 
metres.
They do not present a threat to 
small-vessels that now; sail Arctic 
waters, but many come much too 
close to the surface for a quarter- 
million-ton tanker drawing 20 
metres.
Tlie corridor being charted has 
a couple of bends in it, but has 
not avoidccl all the pingos. Three 
have been found in the corridor 
that come above 20 metres from 
the surfaccf What will be done 
about t h c rn ha s t to l been 
dclcrmincdf They could be cut 
down, or if might be necessary to 
restrict the size ofshipst
There is . no way to avoid I he 
shallow; water and still get close 
inshbre to the artificial islands 
wh ere oi 1 vvel 1 s a rc bei n g d rill ed.
An 18-man; scientific team 
headed by; Tony Mortimer will 
make the trip this year, 'riicy will 
be iisiiig iiew equipineiii; built at 
thcinstitutetosbuiidatrackiOO- 
jfcet vyidc behind the shi^p^^ 
as tiikiitg sotindipgs frorUj^^l
The Polar Star is based in New
foundland although the owner, 
Carino Co. Ltd. is a Norwegian-
built in Norway.
Several different captains have 
commanded her in the past year, 
but Gapt. John Strand, of 
: Victoria, took her to the ice front 
; from M
he willalso be oh the bridge in the 
y Arctic t surhmer;
;; Gapt: Oscary Blagdon, from 
; N c w f o u n d 1 a n d, w i 11 ; b c i n 
command for .six weeks when she 
leaves Patricia Bay and during 
charting operations in the Queen 
Charlotte Islands.
to the Antarctic 
under charter to the government 
of India, taking 18 scientists out 
to the edge of the icepack, where 
they were helicoptered asiiorc 
worked from Dec^ 28 io Fclx 
21Capt. Neil Hclycr was: 
, bringing her back from 
Mauritius, but had; to be npwji: 
back home from Midwmy after he 
lost a finger in an accident, JOHN DEERE hJShvRSRwIV
14 I.-; " ‘ f , A,
'■ ;U''a:V
latinchcs 100 metres ;oiVt cm ettch Strand has extensive experience
in polar ice, having spent a dozen 
years in the Arctic with coast 
guard icebreakers. He was on
World War vintage mine- 
sweeping equipmcnl has been 
modified to carry the deiuh
Circle sotilh, but is now retiring 




About 35 members attended 
the May meeting of Sidney 
branch 25, BGOAP May 5 at 
the Senior Citizens Centre with 
president Alex Clark in the chair. 
With the singing of O Canada 
accotnpanied by Mn;^ Cornell on 
the piano, niembers then pb- 
served a moment’s silence in 
nicrnb r y p f Jesse Sowerby yvh P 
passed away recently at age 93 ,
Jesse and his wife Ida, 
Ipnglirnc residents of Sidney, 
became members ipf the branch 
almost;at it’s inception. While 
not liolcliiig any ckcculiy'c 
position In the branch Jesse 
NVould Often say, ‘‘if there Is 
nnyihing I can do just call on me 
to help’^ aiid iteip he did;
The meeting approved a 
second bus trip; this one to 
Granville Island on June 9 at 
$8,50pcr;mcrnber,$11.50non- 
hicmbcr.; Another chance to 
enjoy an cxcellciul dpy bus trip.
Gucs(;;;':.'spcakcr;;:'':Was’;.';David;;i 
Niciialls from the department of 
: consum6rs;and corporate affairs,•
; NNMien mtiking a inajor purchase;;: 
or having a major repaii; job done 
n yonr Itonic Nicliolls suggests 
yon call cbnsunier nfthlrs first; 
dbn’t; wiiit until you develop 
problems.
Did you know that in some 
contfacis, sticlv as d(tDr;;lo'door 
;salcs^;f you;;'Jiavc;;;'ut/'-severf day:;; 
cooHrig off period? (withdrawal); 
'';;;"Biiy '"■''Trpm';' :establishetf 'AK'res,;:; 
constilt with phone-listed
companys and ask your friends 
for advice, he said. Whorl making 
purchoscs shop around; a so- 
called;‘‘bargain" is not a good 
* ‘deal”" i f t lie j storc lias no scr- 
vicing policy or refund 
privileges. JJCi advised, wliciv 
moviiig obtain written estimates,
; coiistdt tlic;: IJetter ; B 
Bureau tor records pi complaints ; 
s^ agaittsi ylte ccunpany yoit;> 
about to use. On car repairs if 
yoti have a good mechanic stick 
: witlv liimatld do not try to 
I impress tltp mechanic with your 
kno:wlcdge;t of; :carsV. j'j liere :;.;are 
t I *51)0 dil Icrent parts;tb a eflr. 
Never icavcyaliiables in tlic glove; 
cPmparimems dr tlte trunk and 
'■'■''he ver - lea ve;''ahy-- l<eys:'e:xeep( ;'the''- 
. ignition keys,
A I;.?:';::,.
'■: : ^ -■
tlSitSi&r
2070 KEATING X ROAD
8-5:30 SAT.: 7;30-5:30 IVI0N;-FRI,
Td-




Clifford M. Potinho, 21 of 
8805 East Saanich Rd., David 
Russell, 31, of Fulford Harbour 
and George Edmund Apted, 31, 
of 1113 Neild Rd., Victoria, were 
each fined $350 May 3 in Sidney 
provincial court after pleading 
guilty to driving while over .08.
Leo Francis Tiberio, 69, of 
206-10016 Third St., Sidney, also 
pleaded guilty to driving while 
over .08 and was fined $375.
Jody Coward, 30, of 10150 
Third St., Sidney, was found 
guilty of common assault and. 
fined $325 while Kelly Smith, 25, 
of 1211 Verdier Ave., Brentwood 
Bay, was handed a $100 fine for 
driving without due care and 
attention.
On May 5 Frederick Arthur 
Barber, 43, of Dolphin Rd., 
Sidney, was fined $75 for failing 
to carry approved life jackets in 
his boat.
Baud concert
A spring band concert 
featuring the Parkland .school 
bands and a guest band from 
Archbishop MacDonald school, 
Edmonton, will be held 7:30 p.m. 
May 12 in Parkland’s multi­
purpose room. There’s a charge 
for admission and tickets are 
available at the door or from 
members of the band.
Annual water festival
A record breaking crowd of 
more than 7,000 people attended 
the Saanich Peninsula Arts and 
Crafts Society annual show at 
Sanscha Hall May 7 and 8.
Door prizes went to N.T. 
Graham, 2951 Craigowan (first 
prize, a water color by Penny
Johnstone); Barbara Burns, 2700 
Lansdowne (second prize, a 
wood sculpture by Charles 
Mackie); L.J. Lolley, 7999 Lark- 
vale, Saanichton, (third prize, 
pottery by Betty Fulton); S. 
Cook, R.R. 1. Ganges, (fourth 
prize, weaving by Joyce Bell).
Art show raffle winners
The sixth annual East Saanich 
Water Festival will be held May 
21 and 22. Starting at noon the 
events will take place on 
Saanichton Spit, some 14 miles 
north of Victoria heading 
towards Swartz Bay.
Festivities feature 11-man war 
canoe races; the Kloochmans (11
ladies) race, doubles and singles; 
traditional bone games of 
chance; native salmon barbeque 
and grandma Ethel’s clam 
chowder and bannock. Everyone 
welcome. For more information 






Freelance photographer Keith 
Sutherland has walked off again 
with the honors. He beat out 90 
other competitors in a Youth and 
Age Photography Competition 
sponsored by Juan de Fuca 
Hospital Foundation.
Sutherland, 2321 Malaview, 
won $100 cash for first prize. His 
winning photo depicted a child 
and an elderly lady from 
Resthaven Lodge.
Last summer Sutherland took 
six first and 5 second place prizes, 
and was overall winner in the 
photo competition at Saanich
Fairgrounds. His pictures are 
often featured in The Review.
Other local winners included 
Mrs. Jill Gingrich, 1767 
McTavish (fourth place winner) 
and Nathan and Tyler Gingrich, 
both aged six, placed third and 
fourth respectively in the juvenile 
division.
The foundation ran the 
competition as part of its annual 
Hospital Days display. Winning 
entries were on show at Tillicum 
Mall. Judges were Jim Ryan, Ian 
McKain and Ed Bermingham.
il^ome of SUPER savings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30-9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00- 5:30
i Youths :^:cliffirged^; 
for theft,
Prices Effective






Sidney RCMP have charged 
two local youths for attempted 
theft and trespassing after they 
were caught stealing stereo 
equipment from a parked van on 
Pleasant Avenue around 1:30 
a.m. April 29.
Andrew Martin Orr, 17, of 
2546 Beaufort Rd., Sidney, and 
Jeffrey Z. Zahodnik, 1743 San 
Juan Place, Victoria, are to 
appear in Sidney Provincial 
Court May 10.
In other police news $900 
worth of ski equipment was taken 
from a car parked on Bowerbank 
April 27. Police said thieves 
smashed the front passenger 
window to gain entry into the car.
A rZ-foot canoe was stolen 
from Canoe Cove Marina bet­
ween April 11-28 biU was 
returned sometime April 29. 
However, the motor had suffered 
approximately $1,600 damage. 
J And police are investigating a 
possible break-in to a house on 
: Ardmore by someone desperate 
for toast: The oh 
form the house was the toaster. 























































OR UNBLEACHED...,..,..,. 10 kg
A stuff report to Central 
Saanich council concerning 
zoning on Island View Beach 
proposes a new zoning category 
for the area, but leaves open the ; 
question of whether a trailer park 
u.se should be allowed.
adminislrator Gay Wheeler,
'I'': proposes a hew,:;':' zon(ii'::':>'‘|n-- 
porpofatingv'-lowdensity/^'0^
cover all lands from the base of 
I the hill to the sea,
It suggests input from the 
advisory planning commis,sion 
and the council as to what uses 
would be compatible with the 
open'spnee coriccpt.";"\^::'•
Tourist-commcrcial zoning is 
nol recommended as water and
J'Ja'nd is subjeciho flooding.,
1 he report also proposes that a






FRUIT SALAD, BEAN TRIO SALAD, CHICKEN, 
PEA Iti PIM., CORN SALAD, POTATO SALAD,

















ROYAL CITY BRAND SPECIAL
397 ml
WHOLE
zoning bylaw bei\yecn ac­
comodation for people in tents, 
hampers etc* and accomodation 
in for people in buildings such as 
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The sixth annual 71-day 
standardbred meet at 
Sandown starts Saturday 
with the first race 
scheduled for 1:30 p.m. 
There will be 11 races on 
the card and free ad­
mission for the opening 
day and every Tuesday. 
New this year — 11-race 
cards Saturdays, Sundays 
and holidays and Exactor 
wagering for every race, 
including the last race, 
which had previously 




Race-track fans play hunches 
and tips but by far most of their 
miituel decisions are based on 




Lasit year at Sandown; 
favorites won 38 per cent of the 
time and were on the board in 7 I V 
per cent of the races. That’s all 
That form-chart students ’^^c^
expect but it was also a meet Horse being groomed at Sandon’ii is one of more than 450 standardhreds racing at (rack this
.-.rfS!
Eight years ago, Sandown Park was decrepit and practically 
deserted, used only as a training ground for Vancouver Island 
thoroughbred owners and by nesting swallows. It’s only future, it 
seemed, would be permission to sub-divide. Then the Capital City 
Turf Club was formed to revive Island thoroughbred racing.
Since that shaky return — 16 muddy days in dreary and un­
comfortable surroundings which produced on $2.8 million in mutuefs 
business — Sandown has become an up-to-date racing facility which 
last year attracted almost 200,000 fans and had a mutuel handle of 
$16.83 million for 91 days of racing.
That brought Sandown totals for the eight CCTC and five summer- 
long standardbred meets held since the resurrection to almost 900,000 
fans and $68 million. But Sandown business for the period totals more 
than $90 million with goods and services adding $25 million or more, 
much of it spent in the area.
Horsemen have probably spent $10 million or more on themselves 
and their horses. Each meet brings to the area between 150 arid 200 
temporary residents —- trainers, jockeys or driver, grooms andbther 
stable personnel as well as track and commission officials.
The thoroughbred groups spend a month or five weeks here each 
year and the stay for the standardbred types is three months; Their ^ 
expenses ■— accomodation, food, entertainment and travel — rnust 
total at least $5 million, an amount probably niore than matched by ? 
the costs of feeding, tending and shipping the more than 4,000 horses 
which have gone to the post since the Sandown re-opening: ; 4 ;
of betting. Race track fans r
spend from $10 to $15 daily away from the mutuel windows, and that 
means Sandown bettors have put out about $10 million for admission, 
prograrns, form charts, tout sheets, food and drink, travel and ac­
comodation.
Include about $3 million for construction and maintenance, water -
season.
and power costs, then add the wages paid to mutuel clerks and con- 
Mnrray Sharratt Photo cession, clerical and security staff. It totals about $25 millon and pegs
That’s less than is bet in one year at Vancouver’s Exhibition Park 
but it does add up to quite a comeback for racing. And with upwards 
of $360,000 in other business for every million dollars in wagering, it 
has benefitted more than the horsemen.
254 of the 720 races, a $522 
average for Triactors, an $82 
average for the Daily Double and 
an amazing average of more than 
$75 for the 608 Exactor races.
And for those who play the 
numbers game in the Super Six, it 
encouraged with payoffs of 
$41,806, $21,879, $19,899,
$17,312, $13,649 and $10,457.
The Triactor offered the best 
chance for numbers players.
Although 14 of the possible 56 T BY JIM TANG confrontation ai Sandown, where percentage,
boxes never appeared on thingk Hvtdon hdids a 3-2 lead after five Out for several weeks because
board, there wa^^a 28,5 per centr e s will have years, of spill injttries and returning .
ofsucce^ with 6 box^ showing . going lor it this ye^^is a con-^;,^^^^ the inaugural knee had Rainer and driver to beat, but while rivals are optimistic about doing
, aprolit If played every day. tinuation of rivalry between .loe in 1978, Hiidon evened the score completely healed, Lmton was a he wiU be able to
. 3/7/8 combination. It cheked^ the indication that became a repeat champion; in winners but a more-than- The chances are against it because last vear Hudon Stabler ^
;; high , ol $3,269.10, to show a . moieabout other Mvals. , in Alberta: It became 2-2 in 1981 .centage. ; :
profit of $3,559,60, 1 wo of the top leinsmen in when Hudori elected to campaign It was different, however, at
Other boxes which had single Canada, Linton and Hudon have in Galifornia, but the ex- t he recently-concluded
payoffs exceeding the $864 it helwcen ihem_ won five North Cloverdale meet, Linton, runnep;
would liave cost tO play them American driving championships' pj-byince’s strongest stable to up in the 1982 North American
every day were 2/3/5 (K,776); and h„ve.den,i„a,ed B.C, bar-, won Cloverdale ;
1/2/5 ($2,255);;: 2/4/8 ($1,995); . ncss-racrng since ihcir rivalry : „i,|, driving |,o„ors hy innkmB will, .423 and jusl missed a sweep “ ®
1/4/6 ($1,765): 1/4/8 ($1,681): began With the opening of : ] n irips to the winners’ circle witIv a late surge which left him mne .sandown starts, won the most rat.es tor HndonAmbles hm
5/6/8 ($1,617): i 1/7/8 ($1,471): Cloverdale Raceway in 1976. only a victory short of Hudon’,s
Hudori had 65 wins as trainer and 11 1 as a driver, six of them in one 
day. All are Sandown standardbred records,
Hudon harnessed 23 different pacers, and the 20 of thent whicH 
made more than three starts won at least once. And there were 42
Continued on Rage B2 1 his will be their lourth IJnilcd Drivers Ratirig System Continued on Rage B2
first ni S li m l c f u  Stabl but 
its top money-winner was Armstead Rip. The five-year-old bay 
gelding contributed $23,866, with six wins and five place and five shovy 
finishes.
Horse Society Wesiern threc-ycar-oid slakes, chipped in witli $15,93.1 v 
Then came Vanclcve Almahurst with $ 11,600, r\ardncr .1 ove wit It 
$10,346, 3'ry My Best with $8,852, Granite Belt with $7,455, Com- 
$6,888, Dusty Breeze with $6,763 and Kawartlia 
' Oshawa svitIt $6,374.
Hudon, who won for six differcnl owners, including himself, on 
•hily 6 when he drove to victory in the second, third, fourih, sixth, 
ninili and lOih races, accounted for more than $41,000 in pur.se money 
while driving for other owners,
He'll be back with practically the same stable, and he won’t watii 
for catch-driving chances, but his 1982 act is a hard one to follow.
By'1^,1111111 AY SH,A RUATT/'.''cup.';'for'..:ihA)'.foiirih'''cdn::ecutive;''T 
Parkland Panthers didn't get yctu. 
a chartce to cQinpcie in The Esquimalt Dockers easily wori^ 
Qtp final for the The Col, Hodgkins Cup {con»" 
Greater Victoria High School solatSun final) for the second yenr 
Rugby title; Isecause a converted ip a row,;, def’eatini Clrirciriohf 
Try late In Tlte game gaveOak Bay ; Spartans 35*6 May 6? at Royal 
Barbarians ~» overwhchning Aihleii i»ark in Victoria. t 
fayoiiies f(R tlte May 4 settti-linaf^^^^^b^
initlch y a 24-22 come-front- football of tlic year .surprised tlte
undcicated Oak Bay team with 
Oak iftay in similai . pO'^ lelemles.v hind work and led 12*
J,; .fontiance/;:,scored' ,'..a;/;try''.;. 'with,; .;:'V/Ki;';'af;;(he;'.dMiil’/vjttmie''^,v(jp(;;bni:^^^^^^
Parldmuf PmtfHer eyes hall in Jiighr 0^^ Hay Jvsntyheliiml ektoty aiHl ettpti^ml lloHwtI Hnsseli Cap iky
players hHng Innr to iironnd ilining high sidtiml ragin' playoif ^■:':^y^--'\fdarlh4'ear'd'trtntlagi'"-^^ AlurrR Hlumtrii Plniia f UniverRiy School 1504 May had riri
'■actlofrMayi:4r''paiis 'HayiJlat'harianylnatptfimh'^^^^ eonie- capturing ihe Howaul Uussell ( tmtinued on Ibtge lU
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Prairie Inn scores
Despite a fine performance by 
pitcher Colin Byron, who had 
eight strike outs and allowed only 
two hits, Peninsula Merchants 
fell victim to their own mistakes. 
Prairie Inn edged the top rated 
merchants, who committed a 
total of 10 errors, losing 5-4 in 
Sidney Men’s Fastball action 
May 2.
Julian Valcourt, with five 
strikeouts and a four-hitter, was 
winning pitcher. Valcourt also 
got both hits and singles for 
Prairie Inn. Top batter for the 
Merchants was Will Massy who 
was good two of three times at 
bat with a single and a double.
Sidney Hotel won their second 
game of the season, downing 
Travelodge 3-1 in a May 3 
contest.
Jack Gordon with two 
strikeouts and seven hits against 
was winning pitcher. Loosing 
pitcher Terry Morphy had six 
strikeouts and allow'ed seven hits. 
Al Cross with two singles out of
four trips to the plate was Hotel’s 
top batter while Mike Millar with 
two singles in four tries was 
Travelodge’s best batter.
Victoria Jr. Athletics upset last 
year’s first place team, Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods, 1-0 May 4.
Charlie Cunningham with five 
strikeouts and six hits against was 
winning pitcher while Dick 
Michaud with seven strikeouts 
and three hits allowed, was 
tagged with the loss. The 
Athletics, last year’s last place 
team got a single and a double 
from Ted Smith while Rick 
Hawkins and Perry Ethier with a 
single each were top batters for 
Harvey’s.
Bob Fox’s two-hitter helped 
Peninsula Merchants to a 3-0 
victory over Travelodge May 5.
Fox struck out 13 batters while 
Gerry Dorey, Doug Cooper and 
Fred Borland had singles during 
three trips to the plate. Loosing 
pitcher Gary Styles had seven 
strikeouts and was tagged for
seven hits.
Jerry Spelay’s first inning 
home run blast with two men on 
gave Harvey’s Sporting Goods all 
the runs they needed as they 
defeated Prairie Inn 3-1 in a game 
played May 6.
Ellis Whaler with a one-hitter 
and four strikeouts was winning 
pitcher while Ed Phieffle with 
one strikeout and six hits against 
took the role as loosing pitcher. 
Doug Walker who was two for 
four with two singles, was Prairie 
Inn’s best batter.
And on May 8 Travelodge 
bounced back from a couple of 
losses to defeat Prairie Inn 7-1.
Gary Styles with five strikeouts 
and allowing only three hits was 
awarded the victory. Loosing 
pitcher Julian Valcourt had three 
strikeouts and seven hits against. 
Mike Millar with two singles was 
Travelodgc’s top batter and 
Doug Yuill with a single in two 
trips to the plate was Prairie Inns 
best hitter.
Little League
Since opening day there have 
been a total of 11 games played in 
the Central Saanich Little League 
baseball. Majors division. It 
appears the teams are evenly 
matched as Pacific Homes and 
Brentwood supermart have each 
won three games and lost three. 
Wakemari and Trimble have 
records of three wins, two losses 
while Oak’n’ Barrel have won 
two and lost three.
In Central Saanich Minors 
division the following are the 
scores for the past week:
May 2 Evening Optimists 13 
Food Giants 18
May 3 Aladdin Travel 12 
Firefighters 14
Smith’s Supermarket 9 Jubilee 
Bldg. 13
May 4 Smith’s Supermarket 17 
Pacific Homes 10 
May 5 Food Giant 9 Firefighters 
15 . ;
May 6 Aladdin 7 Jubilee 21
May 7 Brentwood Cycle 3 
Firefighters 18
Jubilee 10 Aladdin 7
Continued from Page Bl 
2/4/7^($l,461); 1/4/5 ($1,114); 
3/4/8 ($943.90); 5/6/7 ($927) 
and 4/6/8 ($895). Also profitable 
were 2/3/4, 1/3/4 and 3/5/6.
Playing an Exactor com­
bination on every race offered an 
18 per cent chance of success. 
Only 10 of the 56 boxes were 
profitable if played in every race 
but Exactor returns were quite 
seductive. There were payoffs of 
$1,207, $804, $721, $640, $624, 
$579, four o f more than $400,10 
of more than $300 and $32 others 
of more than $200. Altogether, 
there were 121 Exactors of more 
than $100 and 25 of more than 
; $90.
On the board most frequently 
were 1 /2 and 4/1, posted 27 and 
26 times, respectively, but 4/7 
and 8/2 were the most-rewarding 
combinations. The 4/7 showed’ 
payoffs of $804 and $721 in a 
total return which would have 
netted more than $1,600 if 
purchased in every possible race.
Mainly because of the meet-high 
$1,207, the net for 8/2 was in 
excess of $1,300.
Other combinations showing a 
plus if bet in every race were 3/8, 
4/1, 1/2, 4/8, 4/2, 3/5, 7/4 and
1/5.'V,'-'
A numbers player sticking with 
Nos. 8 and 4 would have whipped 
the Daily Double, which showed 
returns of up to $638. There were 
10, of a possible 64, com­
binations which showed a plus 
for the meet and Nos. 4 and 8 
made up three of them (4/4, 4/8 
and 8/4) and were part of five 
(4/6, 6/8, 1/4, 4/5 and 8/7). The 
other two winners were 3/3 and 
'"'3/1:2:'',■ ' ' '
Betting No. 4 to the board in 
both halves of the daily double 
(all to No. 4 and No. 4 to all) 
every day would have netted 
more than $500, and the same 
procedure for No. 8 v/ould have 
’ brought almost $200 in profit. 
Covering Nos. 4 and 8 in both 
double races (4/4, 4/8,. 8/4 and
8/8) every day would have 
yielded a profit of almost $1,000, 
and risking $ 18 daily to play Nos. 
4, 8 and 3 to each other would 
have showed a plus of more than 
$1,500.
The combinations could be 
different this year, but no matter 
how many are successful and how 
many big payoffs there are, post­
position success varies but little at 
any lengthy harness-racing meet.: 
The No. 1 post is almost without 
exception the most productive 
and the No. 7 post is almost
invariably the least productive, 
followed by No. 6 and No. 5, in 
that order.
The only real doubt is where 
Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 8 will rank 
behind No. 1. Last year at 
Sandown, where No. 4 figured 
most prominently in the bigger 
payoffs, the post-position order 
of success, was 1 -4-2r3-8-5-6-7 — 
in percentage of wins, in per­
centage of times in the first two 
and in percentage of times in the 
board.
Continued from Page Bl 
meet-leading total of 107 wins.
Hudon finished second in 
percentage at .390, but while the 
chances are that it will be Linton- 
Hudon or Hudon-Linton at the 
top of the 1983 Sandown rating, 
the competition figures to be 
tougher and the familiar one-two 
finish can no longer be taken for 
granted. A group of promising 
young drivers who have been 
quickly improving as they gain 
experience and some better stock 
in other stables should narrow 
the gap.
Off results at the last 
Cloverdale meet. Bill Davis and 
Mike Evans are two drivers who 
could turn things around a bit at 
Sandown.
Davis, a quiet, intense 21-year- 
old from Ontario who showed his 
potential at Sandown last year 
when he was third in percentage 
with .363, almost Stole the show 
at Cloverdale. Although not 
getting too many chances with 
stock which rated top mutuel 
support, he finished fourth in 
percentage with .350 and fourth 
in victories with 56.
Evans, a veteran Californian 
who had 11 wins in 53 Sandown 
starts last year, had a fine 
Cloverdale meeting and just
missed beating out Hudon for 
second place. Evans made 190 
trips, won 45 of them, was on the 
board 108 times and finished 
third at .389, one percentage 
point behind Hudon.
But there will be plenty of 
competition for Davis and Evan s 
in their pursuit of Linton and 
Hudon. The list includes John 
Glen, Mike Stymest, Paul 
Megens, Keith Quinlan, Denis 
Linford, Sten Ericsson, Phil 
Coleman, Al Bowman, Jim 
Wiggins, Dave Jungquist, Bob 
Cameron, Wendell Waples, 
Brent Beelby and Leonard Hill, 
all among the top 20, in that 
order behind Linton, Hudon, 
Evans and Davis, at Cloverdale.
:v^786::-:2nii Street: ::SiS»7S3i





Beef, Pork & Bangor Saysage
Featuring
The Parkland School Bands
with Guest Band from
Archbishop Mac Donald High
in'Edmonton







tickets available at the door or frbhilBand Members ::
free, fast easy winding with
Ideal for lawn 








Available in Semi-Transparent ~ Solid Colors -- Solid 
Color Acrylic 4-^ Latex Stain, iany colors to choose 
from,
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DRIVEWAY SEALER
9 .kg bag"yu:: 
Reg 13.49
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'iFLOWER/ayVEGETABLE::;
PLANYFOdD
All Ideal balance of plant food to prodiice 
good root formation and blooms





4' kiiinii). JO 3,90 or .21 ea 
5* hun^ii* et jo 4.80 or .26 ea< 
«(JO 6.30,or ',34 ea.';' 
Wliiner of our $100, Gift 
Certificate Draw May 2/83 
was Mr. Bert Stoclis, 6760 
Central Saanich ^











The following are scores in the 
Central Saanich Softball League 
since opening day cermonies 
April 23.
Opening day cermonies for 
Sidney Men’s Fastball 
Association was held May 1 with 
Len Bland of Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods pitching the first ball of 
the new season to Roland 
Paquette of Hotel Sidney.
Both men were selected to 
participate in the opening cer­
monies due to their long time 
dedication and sponsorship of 
the Sidney league.
Executive for the 1983 season 
are Carl Wilson, chairman; 
Butch Davis, vice-chairman; 
Eleanor Jones, Secretary/trea­
surer; Jack Gordon and Dale 
Douglas, grounds; George 
Braithwaite, member at large.
A league spokesman thanked 
the owners of Mr. Mikes, who 
once again will be giving away a 
steak dinner to any player who 
hits a home run or any pitcher 
who records a shut-out.
. Opening day saw all six teams 
playing including four returning 
teams. Hotel Sidney, Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods, Prairie Inn and 
Victoria Jr. Athletics (formerly 
Cordova Bay) plus two new 
teams, the Peninsula Merchants 
and Travelodge.
In the first of the three games 
May 1, Wayne Jones pitched a 
one-hitter leading Hotel Sidney 
to a convincing 8-1 victory over 
Prairielnn.
Tony Graham, Wayne Carlow 
and Gavin Bland had a pair of 
singles each for Hotel Sidney 
while Doug Ealker hit a single, 
the only hit of the game for 
Prairie Inn. Wayne Jones and 
loosing pitcher Ed Pfieffe each 
had six strike-outs. T
Gerry Doney and Terry Orr 
slugged homers for Peninsula; 
Merchants who defeated;! Hhryr 
vey’s Sporting Goods 6-2 in the 
second game. Butch Davis also 
belted a homer for Harvey’s.
Don Orr with a double for the 
Merchants and Jerry Spelay with 
two singles for Harvey’s were 
other hitters in that game. 
Winning pitcher Will Massey had 
five strike-outs and allowed six 
hits v/hile loosing pitcher Ellis 
Whalen had four strike-outs and 
allowed four hits.
In game three Victoria Jr. 
Athletics capitalized on 
numerous Trayelqdge errors and: 
defeated them 9-3: Travelodge 
committed nine errors in the final; 
two innings of the game.
(
■
Sidney senior men's soccer team playing fifth division in the 
Lower Vancouver Island Soccer League, hosted a tourna­
ment May 7 at Iroquois park. Sidney lost game 2-0 to make­
up team from Victoria. Murray SliarraU Photo
Minois;
Ann! ?3 Rtnwnipfi R P/entwODd B.jy Ph.urtvicy 8 
April Spt'itiv.'ity Moiois lA l.antinck fACdvaliilQ G . . 
. Apiil Kcalinq Aulo Pjits r'O Brownies 23 
April ?8 PieniAOod Bay Phaimacy 8 Speedway Moluts 2 
April 29 LanPjiick L^cavalinij 4 KeaUnq Used Auto Pans \ 7 
May 3 BteniwociO Bay Phamiaty 20 Keaimg Used Aulo 
Pans b
May b Brownies 11 lanibnck (..icayaiinu 1a
May 6 SpeedAay Moiors 14 Kea»ing Used Auto Pans 9
Majors;
Aipiii 23 Deep Cove Piunipinn 0 Dan Woods Aulomolive 5
Pacilic Business [ quip 10 iPounni Shop 19
Apn! 2b Deep Cove PTi-’iDinq 1^ PacJ.c. Business fqinp 0
Apni 27 Ihoiiqhi .Shoo 9 Woods 
Apiii 29 TiiCHjqhl Snop (; Deep Live i heM'iov; o 
May 7 !?t:0P Cuve P'te’inmQ 29 f’.e du BuS:e'''.> 
Muv 4 iltVi Wood’'. Au'tiuKiPv*-’ V ‘O-ptu;’;' bhnp 
M.jy (> Dan W’Duris Auinreopve b Fa' dic HuS'i’es: 
Seniors;
Apiii 23 Ruv.i! Baiw a Hi View 
Apn! 23 island fainis 24 StMbcvd ?(''
Apre 2b Hoy,9 Hank 14 beapn.i'i! :ii 
May 3 Hi-View Mati-el 8 HovO' Hank 7 
May b StMho.i.'d 9 Hi Vhpv V.o.el 12.
MaV 6 island F.-'ins 28 Hoy.e 14 
Big League:
April 24 Poirn ('arfcs iC S ) 7 Vu"
Windsor P.yWsOnr) iC H ') & H.iyO:
. Ap.'ii 2b Cheese Snon ill M Pa 
Apni 27 Vic Van -S Slotage 20 \V<nsfa 
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Vic Van Slntiiqe ?1 Cheese Shop 0 
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May 4 Pjhn Dairies 13 Hay s SpoiU'> 1*1 
M.w b W'nnsoi Plywood i0 Cheese Shop 13 
91 S I Cenh.ii Saantch ;G H t Gordon Head 
iavihy. (ML' Hampton
- Sidney Little League ba.seball 
scores are as follows, in the 
Minors:
an y, Sioraqi’
•pints tHi to 
Danes {€'.$ 
ood
May 1 Kings-10 Painiers, 10. Shu’nps 13 Totems. 10 May 2 
Giants 9 BomhtPS 17. May 3 Steeieis G Royals 10 May 4 
t.iqies 12 Spittifcs 13, May b Tolems 12 Knips 12 Bnnihers 
t Shnmps 12. May 6 Royals lb Giants 12 Spithtes no scoit: 
av.itiaLiic. Sleciprs 10, May 7 Kings 13 BomhetsG ShnmpsB 
Royals G
T Ban May ? Ravens ib C-iu’cjars ib May 3 Tigers 12 
Panthers 20 M.iy 4 H.v.vks 18 f aeinrds 11 Mayb CougafS 




Labatt’s Sixpacks returned a 
fifth place finisher from the 
single A National Volleyball 
Championships held in Win­
nipeg, Manitoba.
Completing preliminary 
rounds with a second place finish 
in their pool should have proved 
advantageous, however, a 
stronger than anticipated Alberta 
team upset Labatt’s 15-12 and 15- 
13. Dave Frederick, whose steady 
setting was an inspiration to the 
team, Mike Toakley, with solid
blocking and accurate hitting and 
Mark Cas.sell with first-rate serve 
receiving and power hitting were 
standouts at the tournament.
Labatt’s fini.shed the season 
with a 67-win 5-loss league 
record, the best in the history of 
the Lower Vancouver Island 
Volleyball league. .As w'ell, the 
squad captured the B.C. 
championships, the Lower 
Vancouver Island championships 
and won or placed high in a 
number of other tournaments.







butstandihg game booted a 
conversion and a couple of; 
penally goals in that half.
Greg Lewis with a try and 
: Laurence with two more penally 
goals gave the Panthers a 20-18 
lead late in the match. Then with 
fiveminutes remaining the
Barbarians struck for a 75-yard 
try, tying the game at 22-22.
2 conversion followed,
‘ ' spoiling the upset hid by tlie 
; I Panthers: The game \vas far from 
over though, as the Panthers 
continuctl to press and only a 
ganie-savjn'g'k;;'' facklc;!;2,lkcpi^:'!''' 
Parkland from winning in the 
i minute of play.
Blair Hcdley Vv'ith two tries, I 
Matt Guiget, Hugh Down and 
l..en Carson with one try each and 
Anthony , Bertoia with two 
conversions got points for flak 
Bay.
Dockers had no trouble defeating 
Claremont Spartans 35-6 in the 
for: the Col,V 
Hodgkins Cup. Harold Miller 
with' two tries, Daryle Rogers,
Dave Hannay had a try each 
Pete Alkirts booted 
convcrsioiis and a penalty goal: ! 
James Heppner Willi a fry and 
Ian Woodcock with the con- 
; Version replied for Claremont. 
Esquiniali advanced to the 
consolation fihal by jloiybihg
Sicily’s Stingers 34-4 - while ;




lead 7-0 at half 
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The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Greek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visit'ors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Halt. All “strokcrs” 
welcome. For more information 
call co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
Low range voices wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like 
barbershop-style singing, feel 
welcome to join this friendly 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m. at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. For 
more information call 656-5301 
or656-7828.
Can we help you? Call the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
9813-5th St., Sidney, 24-hour 
answering service. Call 656-1247.
Women’s Support Group. A 
di.scussion group for women 
dealing with their current needs. 
Newcomers welcome Thursday 
mornings at 10 a.m. in the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
Sidney; For 
call 656-1247;
Speak French and want to keep 
7 conversational skills? Toast­
masters En Francais meets 
^Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9;3()
598-3729 or 598-1316.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) located at 2304 Oakville; 
St., behind Sanscha Hall 
grounds, is open to Saanich 
Peninsula youth aged 13 - 18 
years. Clubhouse winter hours 
are 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mondays, 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and 7-11 
‘ p.m. Saturdays.
‘ ‘ at SidneyFloor hockey
elementary .school gym takes 
place 7 - 9 p.m. Wednesday. 
Special activities and events are 
planned on a monthly basis. All 
activities are free and no 
registration is required. Parent 
and teen enquiries welcome. For 
more information call the PC.A 
office at 656-0134 or drop by and 
pick up a program at 9788 - 2nd 
Street.
All ages welcome to table 
tennis at Brentwood elementary 
school, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Mon­
days. More information 652-4580 
or 652-1531.
The Peninsula Singers began 
their new season Jan. 11 and new 
members are invited to attend. If 
you like to sing, want to learn, 
and have a bass, alto, tenor or 
soprano voice come and join the 
singers at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road at 
7:15 Tuesday evenings. For more 
information call 656-0268.
Is overeating creating problems 
in your life? Overeaters 
Anonymous can help. No dues, 
no weighing. Meetings are at 8 
p.m,,; Mondays, 9788 - 2nd 
Street, Sidney. Gall 652-9931. '
: Sidney Foursquare Church —
children’s church and morning 
worship is held 10:30 a. m7
Cordova Bay Pre-School has 
openings in the three-ydar-old 
class Tuesday ; and; Thursday 
mornings. Creative : play and 
social interaction in a happy 
environment. For more in­
formation call Kelly at 658-8467 
or Pat'at 658-5027.
The Bluewater Cruising 
Association meets the second 
. Tuesday of the morilh at. the
Maritime Museum, Bastion 
Square, at 7:30 p.m.
Sidney New Parent Discussion 
Group, Wednesday evening 
meetings 7:30 p.m. at Com­
munity Counselling Centre, 9813 
5th St. New members welcome. 
We are a non-profit group, a 
branch of Capital Families. For 
more information call Karen 
Ledger, 598-4675.
Dial-A-Law is a free service 
operated by the B.C. Branch of 
the Canadian Bar Association 
with general legal information on 
a wide variety of topics. 
Available to anyone in the 
province, just call 112-800-972- 
0956. It costs nothing. Pre­
recorded tapes on any one of 75 
legal topics may be requested and 
played back.
A general membership meeting 
to elect a steering committe for 
the Community Counselling 
Centre will be held 7:30 p.m. 
May 19 at Camosun College, 
Sidney.X";,
The St. Vincent de Paul Social 
Concern office needs shampoo, 
toothpaste and toothbrushes for 
distribution to people in need; 
People with financial difficulties 
need assistance not ;bnly with 
grpeieries but Other basic 
necessities and grooming aids can
be a deciding factor in finding a
job. Donations- can ;be delivered 
to St; Vincent de Paul; 840 Yiew 
St. or pick-ups can be arranged; 
by calling 382-3213.
The Saanich Peninsula 
Toastmasters Club meets at 
YCentral Saanich municipal hall at 
'7:30 p.m. each.Tuesday. Guests
A free hair cutting demon- 
.stration will take place 10 a.m. 
May 13 at the Gospel Chapel, 
5506 Oldfield Rd. Babysitting 
available for a small cost per 
child.
Pregnant and wondering what 
the future holds for you? Sidney 
Community Health Service 
offices of the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join us and 
other couples in a comfortable 
atmosphere of learning through 
films, slides, discussions and 
exercises. Register now. In 
Sidney call 656-1188
The Peninsula Disarmament 
Group meets regularly. To help 
us, join us or just for information 
call 656-4842.
Sidney Activity Centre,
sponsored by CM HA and the 
community, meets Mondays 10 
a.m. - 1 p.m. in Margaret
Vaughan Birch Hall, Han­
dicrafts, games, films, 
recreation, light lunch and an 
opportunity to meet others. For 
more information call 652-1483 
after 6 p.m. or 658-5414 week­
days.
The Saanich Peninsula 
Toastmasters Club now meets at 
7:30 p.m. Tuesday evenings at 
Central Saanich municipal hall, 
1903 Mount Newton.
Sidney Pre-School, parent- 
owned and operated, has 
openings for four-year-old 
children at this time. For more 
information call Marquis Arney 
at 652-0416 or Donna at 656- 
7450.
By Wendy Laing
During the summer months 
there is one form of recreation 
most people enjoy — swimming. 
Whether it’s at the lake, beach or 
in a pool, bobbing up and down 
is not a skill limited to fish.
Anyone can learn to swim, all 
that is needed is practice, the 
essential requirement for any 
sport or activity. Panorama 
Leisure Centre offers the 
valuable instruction for aquatic 
movement. Through the centre’s 
public lessons, pre-schoolers to 
addults may learn enjoyment of 
swimming.
Date set for commencement of 
classes for children and youths is 
May 24. Courses will run for six 
weeks, finishing at the end of 
next month.
Three programs are offered at 
the pre-school — four and five- 
year-old level. Bathing Birdie, 
Bubbling Beetle and Treading 
are .scheduled during the 
week at various times. Level 
information is suppled in the 
spring brochure.
School age programs are 
. colour-coded (yellow, orange, 
red level, etcetera) and offered 
Monday to Saturday. Times vary 
from after school to the evening.
Live Saving 1,11,111 courses are 
scheduled for rescue and 
swimming techniques. The first 
and third levels run May 25-June
29 on Tuesdays and Thursdays, 
3:30-4 p.m. (1), and 6:30-7:15 
p.m. (HI). The second level will 
continue at this time and not start 
a new program.
Peninsula Recreation’s Red 
Cross Leaders’ Course is for 
those hoping to pursue the 
employment opportunity of a 
lifeguard. Training in leadership, 
practice teaching and lifeguard 
observations are included in the 
program, Avith a pre-requisite of 
the bronze medallion award.
Twelve lessons,
Tuesdays/Thurdays, 6:30-8:30 
p.m., cost $50, plus the fee of a 
reference manual (which may be 
purchased at the first class).
Interested in a personal in­
struction program? Call Kristy 
Bewley aquatics programmer at 
656-7271 for private swimming 
lessons al $8 per half hour.
Need a break? Skip Mac­
donalds and visit Panorama for 
our adult afternoon delight 
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;;Suntlay Briinc!lt U;30 and 1:30
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Enjoy our M-ltom Salad Bar 
T(\KE*0UT ORDERS , ;
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
|2321 SQiicon Avoi, Sidney
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Take Ouh 656 !iS!l7 5th & BEACON
SIDNEY
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
•12 pees Chicken, large Wedgies, iiied, Coleslaw - reg. $14.00 ONLY
^''S12 50*'■
8i SAT, 11:30 ■• 8, SUN; 12 * 8 ' ;
, 9810.4tli Stred - V
Brentwood Shopping Centro 
HpmdstyiRCookingf Baking”'!;' 
ill Old Fashioned PtlgBS :
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 







Van Isle Marina 
2320 Harbour Rd. : 
Mon, lo Sat, 8 an) to 4 pm
Sunday a am to 4 pm -.- 656'6521
, *(lllial'ci'...r
Opon Idr Liinch and Dinner f 
Timsrtay to Sunday ' ;;
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tor: FAMILY DINING 
at FAMILY PRICES
:.; Moiv. !o: r,rj 0 am • n:iji;;;
ISai:;9ani' 10pm Suiv BaiivOpmj
.656*4115 2359 Beacon Ave.
7. R. ,,.';■■:
RCbiaURaMT^:
FifSl Class Meals T Fast Seryico
12280IM60I1 6564176
HmmYWrmrAtmmT
When it comas to dining;oytpur 
readers do ntdre thSh biiyohe! Let 
help you :plan an appropriale R ; 
advertising menu, ca|i;today for 
assistance
us
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By Helen Lang
Last week we spent five days in 
Vancouver. “Himself” went off 
with a friend, and 1 had a great 
time visiting various friends and 
relations, doing what 1 like best, 
(gardening). Helped spread yards 
of yummy looking stuff called 
mushroom manure on my 
daughter’s lawn. They had had a 
distastrous attack of leather
jackets which had left great bare 
spots, so the lawn had been 
treated to a thorough dose of 
Diazinon, then been re-seeded, 
and she was topping it up with 
the mushroom manure.
Then I helped spray Joy’s 
junipers which were looking very 
sad indeed. They were being 
attacked by something called 
Cypress Tip Moth . . . we found
the tiny white cocoons under the 
branches with the help of my 
trusty magnifying glass, and 
sprayed them with Diazinon 
(useful chemical, that.)
The magnifier is a good thing 
to have about the place since so 
many of those rotten little 
monsters are so small you can 
barely see them with the naked 
eye. Its interesting that once you 
have spotted a problem, you 
begin to see it all over the place.
For blocks around my friend’s 
neighbourhood the junipers 
looked dreadful, whole branches 
looking dead or dying. It was all 1 
could do not to go knocking on 
doors suggesting that they get 
together and rent a good sprayer 
and do every juniper in the neigh­
bourhood but I’m sure they’d 
have called the police!
Since coming home 1 have seen 
a bad case of Juniper webworm 
(use Djazinon for this as well) 
and some terribly sick looking 
Lcylandi cypress which were 
planted as hedges.
Methinks this is going to be a 
great year for bugs of all styles, 
and a hard year for gardeners.
Do take a look at your shrubs, 
especially the evergreens and act 
I)romptly before any insects can 
take over completely.
fake a piece of damaged 
shrubbery with you to your 
garden centre, and get their help 
in diagnosing the ailment and the 
proper treatment or put the piece 
in a plastic bag and mail it to the 
department of Agriculture, Crop 
Protection Branch, 808 Douglas 
Street, Victoria, B.C. Put in your 
return address and they will send 
you the necessary infomation, 
free of charge. If there is a “plant 
clinic” in your neighbourhood 
they also may be of assistance.
Having got that off my chest 
lets go on to something less 
horrible. Time to prune your 
lilacs, broom, forsythia, etc., as 
soon as they have completed their 
flowering. If you do it as early as 
possible they have lots of time to 
make new growth over the 
summer, and will be lovely again 
next year.
When rhododendrons have 
finished their flowering you 
should very gently remove the 
flower bits,' being careful not to
damage the green .shoots grow'ing 
alongside. Camellias may be 
pruned when blooming stops, 
although unless your plant has 
become very large and over­
bearing most don’t need pruning.
Have had several questions 
about planting dahlias, and this is 
the time you should be con­
sidering planting. Several hints 
about planting these big beauties. 
First they are “dirty feeders” so a 
generous helping of manure 
(either wellrotted cow, horse, 
sheep or chicken . . . and well- 
rotted it mu,st be or sure as 
shootin’ you’ll burn the roots) or 
bagged “steer manure” or 4-10- 
10 should be mixed into the soil.
Now dig a hole larger than the 
tuber and about eight inches 
deep. Drive in a stake beside the 
hole so you can tie your plant as 
it grows. Make sure your tuber 
has at lea.st one shoot showing, 
and set the tuber in the bottom of 
the hole with the shoot up. Cover 
the tuber no more than two 
inches deep, and as it grows add 
more soil until the hole is filled.
Those of you with tree fuchsias 
should rub off any growth below
the head of your plant. These 
things love to make side growth 
but if you leave it on there is a 
good chance the plant will spend 
all its time making side branches 
and not bother w'ith the top at all, 
and there goes your expensive 
tree fuchsia.
This week We turned the 
compost heap, and believe me 
tips is no job for weaklings! As 
ypu may remember it is con­
structed of fine meshed fencing 
wire four feet high. My beloved 
tried to help but his arthriticky 
hips just wouldn’t allow him to 
go on, so guess who ended up 
with a sweaty brow, aching 
muscles, and arms two inches 
longer than before? Never mind, 
it’s done, and delicious stuff it is 
fast becoming.
Time to plant more spinach, 
and inore peas if yon want a 
steady supply.
Do put in lablcs if you are 
planting more than one variety so 
that if one is superior lo another, 
next year you will know which 
one it was, and not waste your 




By ’WENDY LAiNG 
If you appreciate superb 
musical talent, reserve tomorrow 
night. May 12, for a spring band : 
concert. Parkland’s ' e.xcellent 
bands will be featured, with a 
guest appearance from Arch­
bishop MacDonald Wigh school 
band in Edmonton. This band 
wilL visit thb p^^ with our
Panthers as billets May 9-13.
Tomorrow’s concert will be 
he Id 7:3 () ' p. in.; i n v Park Ian d! s 
multi-purpose room! Tickets are 
$2 for adults, $1 for students and 
;:'seniors.
Band students from a Port 
Alberni school arrived in Sidney, 
May 5, where pur bands acted as 
billets for three days. 7 ^
•The variety of activities and 
sports often isolate students from 
the rest of the action in school. In 
any school an incredible amount 
of energy is exerted throughout 
the year, and each group enjoys 
recognition and appreciation 
from its grades. 7 :
Last week. Parkland’s per­
forming arts department proved 
to the public and students why 
our Cats are so well-known.
Grassroots Theatre’s Now 
That’s Entertainment played 
April 28,29 and 30. The three 
one-act plays were presented 
sucessfully and with talent by 
Parkland’s actors and actresses.
After very impressive music 
festival judications of “ex­
cellent” Parkland’s dancers and 
Jazz Band entertained the school 
with festival numbers and pieces.
" •Applications for the 1983/84 
Terry Fox Youth Centre 
programme arrived at Parkland 
last week. Those Cats that were 
aiccepted to the centre this year 
highly recommend the trip.
L graduation nearing,
preparations for post-secondary 
eduction and career planning are 
a non-stop committment to the 
/counselling departrhent. L:
information packages cover the 
walls of the counselling area, 
adding to the lists of university 
applicants.
On the student council agenda, 
the band “Foot Lucy” will 
provide the tunes for our 
Undergrad dance May 18 and a 
Toga Day with/chariot (tricycle) 
races wound up April.
Sports Scene:
Senior girls soccer lost a 
disappointing game to St. Mike’s 
4-2 May 5. This gave the: team a 
seven-win four-lpss two-tie 
record in league play.
. Senior boys rugby wrapped up 
a successful season tied for third 
place, after stomping Claremont 
47-3. Mt. Doug was able to 
produce a third-place, after 
.Stomping Claremont 47-3. Mt. 
Doug was able to produce a 
third-place tie defeating our 
Panthers 20-6 April 28.
The Cats went on to lose again 
to Mt, Doug in a tie-breaking 
match May 2.
f ■■ Hilary Logan, Maryland Dr., Sidney and friend Kelly 
Digman, left, had their big moment when they were back­
packing recently through New Zealand and Princess Diane 
stopped to chat. The two girls queued four hours in hope of 
seeing royal couple who arrived for state banquet in Well­
ington. When the Princess of Wales discovered the girls were 
from Canada she told them she was visiting here in June.
FOR AN AT HOME 
PRESENTATION ON













For the past six weeks, E.T. 
has been .living in the library. 
Kids: at: both; the: Sidney-Nor^ 
Saanich and Brentwood-Central 
Saanich branches helped him to 
phone home by reading, a total of 
735 books.
Of course, everyone who read 
a book was a winner, but the 
people whose names were drawn 
to receive the E.T. tlolls were Jeff 
llott and Jeff Glccson 
" The E/T. Phone Home 
Reading Prograin was held tq 
encourage children to read and to 
use the library. Librarians Mary 
Kierahs and Penny Grant 
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Rodeo Kponsbrcd bi> :Uic Sidney/: 
idoris Club undt ihe: S 
RCMP held May 1 in the 
Panorama Leisure Centre.
Grade one
»••: Andy W Greciiglade, 
received' a plaque and bicycle; —
1 eslic Swanson, Deep Cove,
: qilaquci;''';'./': /:
7 Grade two Scon I’ikc, Deep 
Cove',,'/.abicycle;-''';—-r' Carli 
/ / W
OPEN 8 AM - 9 PM DAILY Phone 652.9271
Grade three — Giant Cooke, / 
iGrceniJlade, a bicycle: Jen*
V nii'er Jones, Grecngladc, plaque.
Grade four *dbiHalh .
til ccngladc. plaque; -- Caroline 
' Gohnson, Gre'engUuk,, h!;cyclc.;; 
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safety Inspection service of your; car’s ifront eniij 
please phone todayrfor your appointment.
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ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
2412 SEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues-Frl. 9-6, Sat; 9-5,
10202
Bowerbank Road 
Now selling in Sidney, the new “Line-A-Beds” 
for ail makes P/U trucks. Guaranteed 1 year. 
Also Restoration * I.C.B.C. Claims 
* Custom Painting * Fiberglassing 656-7763
CQUMAC AUTOi^OTSVE 






on the muffler, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe arkl labor!
CUSTOM PiPE BENDING 
DUAL CONVERSIONS






For FREE ESTIMATES :







AUTOMOTIVE & MOTOR HOMES 
COMPLETE EXTERIOR - INTERIOR CLEAN UP
Add hundreds of dollars value lo your car or camper.'
•STEAM CLEANING •POUSHING •SHAMPOOING •PRESEHVEvA-SHINE;
10134 McDonald Park Road v 656-7933
AJAX HOME and
OFFICE CLEANERS elTer Cieanin? 
Bonded Silnsured Cleaning
FREE ESTIMATES
Mas-sltairs . ® ,.s
Aizj;, i=r?L3i r
Window Cleaning Service





HOME AND OFFICE 
CLEANING SERVICE
. ALSO WINDOWS AND GUTTERS
BOB^e TBi-E^HUT BJTO,
CORNER OF BURNSIDE S DOUGLAS 
Ceramic Tiles & Accessories. 
Estimates & Installatiohs 383-3811
BART BUITENDYK
Long-Time Sidney Builder 
Ronovalo & Save! FREE ESTIMATES
Call 656-4915
Now specializing in Finishing Carpen­
try, Cabinets and Built-Ins, Rumpus 
Rooms, Repairs, Additions, Custom- 
made Window Shutters.
— NO JOB TO SMALL —
KEVIN CyUBilAN
Carpenter & Joiner
Ouslily Work -- Free Estimalcs
.Renovations, additions, iinishing 
carpentry & Custom furnitiire. 
References available. '
r ;Ri'^.|,ptwTUL wsTKdcTieu, 
'.'tini'^TTiwe," <r.,Acni.uTif-Y" 






6 5 6 • 216 4 retaining wall specialists 656*4082
CONSTRUCTION






WE 00 IT ALL GUARANTEED AND AfFOROAbLL
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EIWOOD Ei THOMPSON CONTRACTOR LTD.
Conctntn Orivoways ;■■' ■ :; Concrcio WalerpiOoiing:" Sirajvvaiki, 

























OPEN HOUSE SAT. 1:30-3:30
3 bedroom no-step home with lots ol 











Bea.utifully maintained , 3> BR home 
'within"walking distance'oiydowritown 
Sidney. Fea,tufes; a'deluxe .dark; room 
in basement,- living room with 
fireplace and fenced yard.: Franklin 
stove in den included. Now only 
579,900. -
SUNINIERGATE VILLAGE 
• FOR ADULTS ONLY
Custom.renovated double wide mobile 
home features two bedrooms - 
spacious master,’1’/a bath;:sun room 
with skylight. fully equipped kitchen, 
carport and shed. The Village pro­
vides attractive surroundings and 
many:, amenities, -.' including pool,;, 
spcial’hall arid gamesTOdm - for those' 
over 45.' , Low monthly assessment. 
Listed:atf$79,000;V
PAUL HYATT 656-3150





BUY WITH A FRIEND ^ ^
.:2 Excellent Strata Duplexes in quiet 
.culvdo-sac; close .^to the ; sea;
' Fireplace, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, eacli 
; side: Buy one at $73,500 or make an 




' jhletp" wit h' fir eplace; separa Ie;djning 





Sdl::on :.50'x150' rented let, 3 B.R, 
F;P, in,.living: room,'quiet area. Ask- 
.ini|j.$39.90Q'
■1/3'ACRE
2 8;R. Home with attached garage 
: I0'x12‘ woikshop! J.0IS of room lor, 
gardening, Offers at $V8,SP0
on concrete slab, well insiilaled free 




ELEGANT WATEftFRONT NOME 
; , 3/4 Aero Saanich Peninsula
■Near::'new- '3,600' sq,,; ft.’ honto;
■' MArierh' *5parinus flMirj'n ■













Real Estate ' Real Estate Real Estate
For Sale For Sale For Rent
WATERFRONT WITH 
FANTASTIC SEAVIEW.
Quiet dead-end street in Deep Cove 3 
BR, den, large living room, Separate 
dining room. Wrap around sundeck.
SIDNEY CONDOS 
MARINA PARK
Delighllul one bedroom suite in adult 
oriented complex, . Waterview from 
large balcony. Marinas on the 
doorstep. Asking Price S49.900. Of­
fers please. MLS 69014
THIRD STREET
Sunny, bright one bedroom suite only 
3 blocks from Beacon Avenue. Adults 
only. No pets. Owner leaving tor 
California May 1st. Asking price 
$54,900, but open to otters.
Call Kai Jacobsen






IMMACULATE 4 year old, 3 bedroom, 
VA baths, 2 fireplaces, double driveway, 
workshop, deck, finished basement. 
Garden and fruit trees. Reduced at 
$83,900,656-4555 or656-2395. 20
SHO REACH ES COVE WATERFRONT. 
Three superb lots with protective 
covenant; underground services. For 
information see owner, 2516 Shoreacres 
Road, Sidney. 656-1836 2141-21
CAMPGROUND 48 sites, fully modern 
buildings, each $118,000. Trades 
considered. Phone 112-375-2478 after5 
p.m. Write Dorothea Ulrich, Monte Lake, 
B.C.V0E2N0. na-19
MOVING TO AUSTRALIA. Must sell 3 BR 
two-storey townhouse. Immaculate 
condition. Clean, quite area in Saan- 
chton, $68,000.652-1772. 2134-22
FULLY FURNISHED 8 bedroom home, 
licensed for 10 handicapped adults on 
1.53 acres with fruit trees. Also 2 
bedroom 12’ x 56’ mobile home. 
Excellent opportunity to live in Creston's 
mild climate. $195,000 financing can be 
arrantged with owners. Phone 112-428- 
4567. na-19
CAMPGROUND 48 SITES, fully modern 
buildings, beach $188. Trades con­
sidered. Phone 112-375-2478 after 5 
p.m. Write Dorothea Ulrich, Monte Lake, 
B,C.V0E2N0. na-20
AVAILABLE FOR RENT June 1st. 
Brentwood Bay, a modern s bdrm., no 




1975 12"x68” THREE BEDROOM, four 
applicances, carpeting, drapes, 
fireplace. Must be moved trom Lytton, 
Asking $15,000. Good condition. Phone 
112-455-2486. rta-19
LUMBER TRADER REQUIRED - Well 
financed Wholesale Lumber Firm 
requires .experienced trader in Spruce. 
Fir and Cedfar Lumber for Canadian 
and/or U.S.A. MARKETS. Current mill 
contacts and proven customer base 
required. Salary negotiable based on 
performance. Please mail in confidence 
your resume with referneces to; 
Michael’s Forest Products Ltd., 209 
Revillon Building, 10221 - 104th Street, 
Edmonton, Alberta,T5J 1B2. na-19
4520 West Saanich Rd.
CHALET ROAD ; 
v89,ooo'.
Superb seaview half /acreWooded 
biuebelfs, flowering;trees’CpnceaLin- 
teresting'old summer place spraw/ling 
gcroSsL iaWn ; sprinkled/ with purple' 
/lilacs & golden; roses: \Ndvyly/fenced; 
fujlyrseryiced/'Tru/e; vaiue//A spendid/




Modern, V fuli:- 'basement-’ 
splendid ocean //vims / ; M L 7T1’
OPEN HOUSE
Sunday May 15th 12-3 p.m,
1912 Corriwal!
Surely, Shawhigan's:: best!..Must be 
sold. Now $134.500//Offering ex-’ 
cellent 72 /ft. lakefront, magnificent’ 
viev/s. 1960 home over 2800 sq. ft. 
ol;luxurious living,:M.L./67875 ,’,
; ^168.900.00
Quiet townhouse / 7 / minutes from 






Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
0611-tf
$65,000 // 3 BR. BUNGALOW
. Attractive: country: style kitchen. ,. lots 
oi:Cupbqards, jiggt::& bright/; Pleasant 
: living:,room; in-line dining area; very 
niellow/and/pleasant/oyer-all/home:/ 





Atiraclivg 3 bedroom /liiodci/n strata 
-Townhquso,’/ -.011’; quiet/’ sifeet; willi’/ 
wate r.';views; :;$85; 500;//:';'''/;/■ ;:;^ -//',/ /'■': ■
Oill Mosher /
656-7117 (Ros;)
jy/:: Charfndr,/'3//;BR.//burigaioyv /ih; 




Stoploss 2. BR ;2/Bath'arid’(ten/ / Sea: 
glimpses, iqridsciiperl; $^7,500/;.’ '/ ,
BobFrow / 656*1111
/
Woll constriiclod family home. Central 
Sidney location, / Nice/ /shrubbery, 
fenced backyard/ $84,500; /////;
JlmElwan 656-1111
.:j;,",///;, .:.:'|L’'/656-7319'’(flos.).
NEARLY NEW 3 tedrofttn with 
basoiment. m-inw ’.suite, 600 sq. ft, 
'/ ■ wyiBrecI sundeck.'carport, wood stove,
; skyhtos,next tO’park. $89,500; 656*
■V..' ''0093. ’ -/■; - ’'.H
./; 9659'Sl(5iSN0’':WRllYn^^
;immaculaie ’ S’" bdrm:; bungalow,
’ Fireplace/: plus 1200 sq;ft: in-taw Suite/ 
'..-^OO <t; landscaped park'ttke"tot, garage,;, 
workshop Open House aiternoons. 666•
'5367-// ',”-"'-:,'2238.2o::
BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable TV. Free 
parking/ maid service. Available weekly 
and monthly. Sandown Motel. 652-1551.
;'/."y';;:''/: /.'/-"’ttn;;
SIDNEY 1; bedroom suite, stove, fridge, 
utilities included. No pets, references. 
$425 per month. 656-4066 or 656-4003,
’:;/'2083-tfn''-.
ADULT ORIENTED. 2 BEDROOMS. 2
baths. Fridge, stove, dishv/asher. Large 
balcony, approx. 9.50 sq. ft, Available 
immediately, $600 permonfh. One year 
lease./CallRalph:656-9181 /2135-21; 
WAIKIKI. Super 1 Br. Condo for rent. 
Spotless, good location, rea.sonablo. 321- 
0075 Vancouver. / ., v : 2131-19
SIDNEY. New 2 . bedroom duplex. 
Fireplace, dining room, No pets, 
references. $580 per morilh, 656-4066 
orG5C-4003. . ' ' 2084'-tln /'
SIDNEY/ 1 bedroom hea’ted”apar1ment'’,
Walking distance to downtown. Sorry, no 
children dr pets, References on request; 
$345 per rno.656-7n7i 
SiDNEY/rowiiio^ bdrrri/ihedf
(enced'/yard,/'/water ;'and'/parbaRo:/in-'/:, 
eluded. Children/1 pdli'Juno Isati $595 / 
:^'porm0.656-45S'7///;" ./'/'r;;,: 2176-i9"/
^ T’BEiyjipOkrt-fjQ^
Sidney, Available immediately. $37 5per ;/ 
n-ionlh : Children, pets welcome: 112 ■ 
?82-55/2 _ _ 2233-21
;tAKE OVERlWbalanco otTiio 1^ a; 
fully furnished 3 bdrm. house, Barago, 5 
appliances. Available until August 16 tor ' 
$600 per month. 656-0526. 2236-22 ;
LARGE, ATfRACtiVE 1 bdfm:'”Tuite
available. Private entrance, lovely 
landscapoc)/ yard, patio. Downtown 
Sidney, near seashore, REasonahle 656- 
5367 aftcre p.m//; 2250-19
;SiDNlY."Cloan 3 year old, 3 DRlupiox, 
Fireplace, dininB room, no pots. Older 
couple prcterrcd. $565 per month. 656- 
■:';J437.■:'"/,' '224 7-21'
r BEDROOM ’"BASfMENT.""Pets :and,’
children 'welcome $400 p.m. includes 
utitiiles: Available June 1st, 656-5962, 
2242 -i'9;'’ "/. ■
fTC jCJnI 30T 3 Toomi cottage neaT
.Sidney..Plreplai/'.c, fridge, o'il range$ 400. 
per mo../ificlud0s hydro and water, 686-
V*}.
SiDNlvVvLdvery’'T'l4riTr’'’;r'/y/’Tiit^^^^^^^ 
rumpus room, living and dining fooin.; 
'fireplace, 5/app!ia'nc.es"and/ lots'' mdfe/' 
Availabie June I, $650 per mo; 479- 
6220 2740-20
ONi-RORM- wuti'ein/’h<m''/hdrTio'i’ ndif’ 
airport: Available immediately; Fridge. 
stoVe and utilities includC'd. W'WcarpoH/. 
drapes, quite person with references. 
$326 'prii' ino,'.plus djgnagedeposit’
■0093 ■ :''/'f2239.-20
LOG BUILDING YARD superintendent 
experienced in scribed fitted method. 
Must be highly qualified. Salary com­
mensurate with experience. Also ex­
perienced log builders. Call (403) 458- 
■' ,4855■ .//'//■;:’■/;,/ >;/”/ 'rj; na-19 
REGISTERED NURSES REQUIRED for 
/:4i;/bed, accredited hospitaL/This is; a / 
modern, well equipped hospital for 
/emergericy/: acute/and/extended care,/: 
/Temporary furnished accqmmbdatibh/is ; 
available. Apply to; Mrs. Joan W: Ben- 
/newithi’/Asherdft;/ B.C:: VOK lAO' bhcali 
;/i/l2//453-2211 collect. na-19
iCEMAKER WANTED four sheet rink/
Wages negotiable. Send resume by May 
':*15th to; Curling Club. Bod 1241,
’ Surrirrierland, B.C; VOH IZO. na-19
/ PART TIME CONCESSION help needed
at:Panorama ;Leisure Centre/ Apply to■ 
the /; Cqncessi0 n : ;Su pe rv i so r, c7 o ’ 
Peninsula REcreation Commissiori, 1885 
Forest Park Drive, Sidney/V8L 4A3;
’;'2 2 4 6:-'l9'i:'//;
EARN EXCELLENT COMMISSION with
’ no investment./ Unlimited potential 
selling not only a wide range of Rattan 
products, but a whole refacing/system 
for kitchen and bathrooms in cane and 
oak as a Home Wicker Party sales 
representative. Vehicle required. 
Spectrum Imports, 382-8646 10:30 a.m, 
-5:30 p,m. ;/ ; .2252-20
SUNDECK DEALER required “TiTthe
Sdney/Brentwood Bay , area to water­
proof sundecks and patios/With vinyl, No 
franchise fees involved. Must be self- 
motivated and credit worthy. Please 




gardenmg, berry pickers, etc,, registcr 
now; for possible einployment, Apply 
Canada Farm Labour Pool, 755 Hillside 
Ave,382-7201 v 2102-20
WANTED/eX^pNC ED JPUNERM 
FOREMAN, for ’ Northern Alberta/ 
capable of dpeiating Planormill, BND 
RESAW, with krtowiedge or experiehco of 
//Lumber'/G'rocios/ In/Ceclar./';spruce 'etc// 
; : RR^IAN, CUT-UP, staining, MAIN­
TENANCE, WELDING/ability ah essential 
./asset; Apply//in/;writing, stating 'salary: 
.anclincentivo basis required with resume 
//'of''/currcrit/;expor'ionco'/ahd '’rofcrences:/' 
E/N.A’P; Woodcraft Ltd:, 209 Hovillbh 
/'Building,;1 0221 104th''Street,
/ Edmonton. Alberta, T5.j lB2, /; ;;^na-19
MOBILE FARM AND 
HEAVY DUTY
MIECHANie
$15 por hour 
WORK GUARANTEED
743*0790
EXPERT PRUNING • TRIMMING.
RoasonaWe rates; Call 656;5382 alter 5
'.p.m.'' '■ .'"it:
/ yoOng 1aan,'wTfmf/TToNTru'cK
Cleanups///,hauling,:, sops/ancl:/,gravel. , 
'/,./ Roiot'illin'g,,'/"/-:.4ight ,/://;.//landwdp(ng. /,■ 
’■’R6asbMble’652-T050, Gord, 2060-21 / 
/■”: iXPERTEi^ED7ia8rind“hitq;/w^ 
carpenter, Basement development,
'/ ■' renovations'and m-law suites a specialty : 
,v/:/CflilMik0,W6’OO93,/;/"_^',''2208'’l!il/ 
■ , CAIIMt INST AttAfldN/ rfe-ItTefcliTni'.; 
;: re-filfingPId carpets.652-9882, . 2180-
K^Tulirinluredril years. 
■/’ exponerice, ’loteriors/extoriors, ; com­
mercial/residoniial, painting,Can Bruce., 
anylimrie,656-3094; ,:/;'/’"/■■;;''.7231-2'T'
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Thorne - Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST,, SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
Industrial / Residential / Commercial 
Phone 656“2945
DON’T THROW THAT OLD FRIDGE 
AWAY! HAVE IT REPAIRED BY 
SIDNEY ELECTRIC SERVICES 
* * * 656-0449 * * *
‘WASHERS. DRYERS, RANGES, 
DISHWASHERS * MICROWAVE 
RADIATION TESTS -- C.S.A. AP­
PROVED, ‘ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
iiiiii
WANT GOOD VALUE for your money? 
1981 16 ft, Campion with new soft top, 
sleeper seats, jump seats, walk-thru 
windshield. Fully carpeted, paddles, 
bumpers, 2-5 gal. day tanks. Powered by 
1981 Merc. 80 HP outboard used in 
“FRESH" water only. C/W 1982 
Shorrider trailer with spare. All in near 
new conditon, Asking S6,900. 656-1151 
days; 656-9358 after 6 p.m. 20
BOAT TRAILER, good tires. Has been
licensed, only $75; also, 1/2 off 14 ft. 
boat. FREE is someone will cut from bow 
to stern. 388-4007 or598-6619. 2259-
19
BOAT TRAILER for 12-14’ boat, $100 or 
offets.656-5273. 2225-19
PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFBSiONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
ryine OUTBOARD S MAR!8\!E REPAIRS
2212 HARBOUR RD. 656-0636
GUARANTEED WORKMANSHIP EVINRUDE HONDA
REASONABLE RATES .lOHNSON SEAGULL
MARINE DIVISION 
COMPLETE EXTERIOR - INTERIOR CLEAN UP
A(id humltfds ot dollais vjliic lo youi Boat 
•SItAM CltANINB •POLISHING -lEAK HtNEW •SHAMPOOING. Etc. ,
10134 McDonald Park Road Bt.mrin ' 656-7933
Education
: 4MITY Tractor Service
Rotofilling, plowing, post hole digging, mowing, yard clean up and hauling. 












2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney. B.C.
Mon.-Fri. 7-5 p.m. 
Sat. 7-3 p.m.
PROFESSIONAL DRIVER TRAINING for
Class One, Two or Three License with air 
brake endorsement. Cowichan School ot 
Motoring, Dunca, Vancouver Island. 














Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe V7ork.
SEPnc
FIELDS
556 Downey Road 
R.R.1. Sidney. B.C.
656-3159
GORDON PEDERSEN EXCAVATION SERVICES
Case 450 Crawler, loader, 4 in 1 backhoe
Escavating and backfill 
•Lot and subdivision servicing






















/ SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATERLINES
STAN'S CUSTOM ROTOVATING.
Reasonable rates. 10% off for O.A.P. 
Pleasecall652-2153 afler5 p.m. 2004- 
19 ' ,
GARDEN GOLD MANU'RE. 3 yards
delivered $35, 652-5756 or 388-5464, 
pager#123. 2094-19
^ALEAS, CAMELIAS, Evergreens!
Bamboo. 1 gal. from $2.00 and up, orwill 
trade for nursery pots. 652-9602. 2068- 
19
HORSE MANURE, ROTTED. 50c bag. U 
pick up at 5088 Wesley Rd. Phone 658- 
8810 and leave orders after 5:30 p.m. 
please. 21
NO. 1 BLACK TOP SOIL, $2.25 bag. 
1890 McTavish Road 2121-27
ROTTED HORSE MANURE. Delivered 
$20 for vLi ton pickup load. 652-1411 
2140-21,
ROTOTILLING, REar tine machine. No 
job too small. Call Brian Ames, 652- 
9935,.; : 2196-20::
IF YOU ENJOY YEAR-ROUND GAR- 
DENING: in an aluminum and glass 
greenhouse, write tor free brochure to; 
B.C. Greenhouse Builders, 7425 Hedley 
Avenue, Burnaby, B.C.V5E2R1. na-21 
SPRING PROMOTION NOW ON 10x10 
Toot greenhouse,. only $ 150./ REtailers 
welcome :::and needed,, The best 
: greenhouse deal in Canada. Hundredsin 
; use:/’ Western:: Water ::Farms;,1:23A: 
:LSeymdur St reel, Vancouver,; B .C.: V6 B 
:;; ;3 N 9: Phon e LI 2 -6:8 2 -6 6 3 6. n a -19:
The Sidney Review of­
fers FREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to those persons’ 
who are normally 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work. You 
may advertise for a job 
or for the sale of your 
own merchandise to 
generate funds. These 
ads must be place in 
person at the Review of­
fice. No ads for this 
classification will be ac­
cepted by phone.
1975 FORD ton EXPLORER, V8, PS, 
PB, good condition, 50,000 miles, 
$2,000. 1965 Merc. Comet, 6 cyl, Ph, 
656-2528 19
EXPER1ENCED“^^ENTER, can do
new construction, renovations, furniture 
making, fences and garden sheds. Other 
odd jobs. Call Frank at 652-0309 19
STAINED GLA^ — Titfany style lamps
for sale. 9x15 tent, no poles, bargain. 
656-7088 : , 19
L^HER PRICE TOYS: activity centre,
$10, scarecrow, $5; telephone,' $8; 
turtle, $8; chime ball, $7; jolly jumper, 
$12;: potty chair, $10; high chair, $30; 
back pack, $4; soft toys, clown doll, $5. ■ 
652-9994 : ! ' , //TB ;
unemployed: men with truck will
wash your windows and do household 
chores for/ a negotiable rate. Please 
phone656-6396,: / 2i:
SADLER’S Interior — Exterior
Painting & Paper Hanging
Decorating Ltd. 656-4487 656-5646
TWAr\llLEY PAiglTil!iG
EXTERIOR INTERIOR
Spraying Wall Papering Renovations 
25 Years Experience— Free Estimates 652-2176






PLU^OiNG ^ 1 “Big or Small
HEATING (1981) LTD.
1 We Do Them All”
9810 Fourth St.
Service Residential Sidney 656-iSli




Now Construction and Repairs L 
Specializing in Hot Water Healing :/ //
10410 m Bay Rd., Sidney Phone 656-1580




DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Reshingling/
Repairs to Vents.








SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD. 5330 
Imperiai. Burnaby, BC V5J 1E6. 
Complete Satellite Packages from 
; $1995, Financing available. No down 
payment O.A C. $59.00 per month. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. Phone 112-
For ail your Rooting Needs. ISomings or Eveniogs 
' / - :* Shakes, Shingies, Tar ^s? o tfTi




“We strip but Don’t Dip"
Furniture refinisliing & repairs 
Quality Antique Wood Furniture Bought & Sold /
'soi#D'iwoo//s fOffsra
: manufaclured unlinished'reaLwoocl.Uirniture,': ■
Now Serving you in 3 locations;
#102-2527 Beacon (in Sidney Super Foods Plaza) 656-1231
116 Dallas Rd. 383-6777 .7 4::T3b Sinmo(;:38!)-4342
; 1981 HONDA70 cc motorcycle, 8,000 kl. 
As new, $500. 656/4957 after 6 p,m.: /
219 1 '19
GRANTS Repairs lev lanvninowers, Chninimws, Motnrcvcles, ptc.
SMALL Husqvama Pioneer
10134 McDonald Park Road 656-7714://‘:''’'’^,,5’s^^
SIDNEY GLASS
Marino, Aulo & Salety Glass 
7 Window Glass •-' Mirrors:, 
Windshields Inslallod
' Insurance Claiins,Promptly Hapdied
65'6.i3l3 '
1980 YAMAHA XT 250 4 stroke 
motorcycle, 2,400 km, c/w tools, helmet, 
manual. Asking $1,400. 652-9935
evenings, 7 : 2190-19
ml Y^WAGlNl/ANT^n^^L?",
15,000 mil6s./Sn root, seats: 7, lots of/ 
extras. Excellent condition, $10,500 obo. 
G56-2035 evenings. : : 20
AUSTIN AMMAN7l%9“BbTy jjaTti;
doors, wirndshield, etc, 477-6705, 2178- :
19 /'
1974""TOYOfA HILUX:'pi'cX~upMTciw
clutch, new trans, 69,000 miles. Asking 
$2,900 or bost offer,656-4568. 2164-19 
: '63 ACADIAN, 4 door. Running order. 
Plus '64 Invader 4 door body tor p,arts. 
Both $375, C58 8810 alter 5:30 p.rfK 
"please.' ",21
: 1961 FORD %"ton pickuip, wltTiTanolp^^^ 
Corvt ronditidn 656-5 764
; ; SADAK/SHpES.::.ldealj1or camping and :;/ 
boating.: Gbodxselection of /sizes:/and//; 
v/ colours: Shoe parties dr indivictual sales.// 
652-3038. 2171-23
W^STr and dryer, excellent Tom
dition. $400 firm; stove $50.656-5962.
/ z 2'4, 3',t,i 9',,/.:7:':-/::: "::///::::-://;■::;,/
PANDORA'S CLOSfr / IS FULL. "No
/ further consignments till / June: 15:
/ Dresses, suits, gowns for graduation,:;; 
: weddings, parties, leisure: ’ 9783B-3rd 
''/%■ 656-^6421. /: :7 : 22497;2o:;
/ ROLLER SKATES, white boots size 6,
; I ike ne w, $ 30; Sch ick t ab le / mode I hair ;/ 
dryer, $25; oblong padded toot stcxal, ; 
^;'$15,656:0063. V / 2254-19
EXERCISE BIKE with speedpmetre,:$45; 
black:rally;Tracker:MX; $75; lady’s 10 
speed, $45; single bed, $25;double bed;-
Tractors arseS Implements
..Lr hp 2 and 4'whcel drive
J(!^?"?://eENJRAL::TRACT@R{$ALES::^




HERBERT BROTHERS TREE SERVICE
/'/:/;,/ - 7 :/:/. KNINSULA /SERVING THE PE INSULA 
QUALIFIED STAFF - FREE ESTIMATES...........
Felling •Pruning —• Mature Trees
— Fruit.Trees:';/7,/7:;:7///,:",:









— Leo Lodders —
11 years m Sidney — A-1 Rocommenriallons FREE ESTIMATES
“ All phasos ol Gardening ~ Reasonable Pricoi^^ : '/ 656-9391
1981 HONDA PASSPORT 70: CiC; like
■ //new, $650 656-5918
; /':i'973 ::a0di " ioo'ul""™”"'”""''
■/vdows; AM-FM radio: Excellent condition,
^ 65? '658 2Z56 20
/;T 9 YFomSti^Bi LE “ VCT
''/slaf idn:Wp(;on/ Real Cood shape, $T,200/ 
''/.obaTSG-ail5^/,:' /::":,: '/■; .___2232-3i:
t WBIO YAM AH A HOI^IRS, irtryTow 
moleago/; Doth:'in: good: condition./GGG-'
:::/'4742V/'/'-/:>/':/::' 'Z227-20:'
Green - Scen^
652-3089^^^^^^^^^^ Ptwngh HantiiiK"' COMPLETE SERVICE
""‘‘“‘"iTTnloflocKing Sfonos lor Pfitloa,/ , • Lnwn >4 Garden Mainlorinnco
' WflIM, Drivoways - ■ • Priiriing A apmyir>g/'








', Wo wtil supply TOPSOIL, SHRUBBEHV/by Coninicl or by ifiu Houi/ , ■ ':i. 
::;,,:CDmp1o,tb'L,|nd‘i'Capfr'ig;SbrvicOTHd'CJiialiiy Sfonpwpik _■
/ / Call 652*9811 during businoss hours Mon -Sal/
ONE OWNER,;/economical;/ 4 cylinder 
' aulomalic / y7: Oobent:' Servicdd/'iind' 
lo&ted ■ recently, Exccllonl cohdlllon. 
/ $2,500 firm,656-7908: '2'219-20
flecreation
../'Vehicles:/":,
1978 - 31 FT. SUNDOWNER
: Travelirmlet'. Sk(tlnd iind wiriieri;(}c!, on 
pad /near, Lakft. and ''new'..hospital',..:4'78-.. 
9824 Have a Irrnk ,ahrlfn,:ikn an oinr on 







VOUVO *Q 130 A 4 cyl. cl * Boll
hcJuUirn Compielely rebuilt,/warranty 
;available. / Asking / $1,500.5 652-9935-
:'rfvf?nih8s-':'''^'"/-"::-''/''.''/7J89t.l'9'.
.; and■ new liprmg artd eprd.tor,pull.iiart,
■ IdievgrH'kl. '$.150 obp,.'5.3h-f><iili,'... 2 V3»'
chandelier. 656-
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ /./2235.-1.9''/'
120 BASS TIT AN accordian and cast*'like 
new. Originally $1,100, Asking/ $600; , 
also wedding gown, size! 3 , long sleeves,
651 -3172232.-19 j:
' PADFLE“FANS'-ThTorF^im 
Wholesale arid Retail, Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific;Fan Gallery lnc:4600 East j 
ITaslinns Street, Burnaby, B,G V5C 
/ 2K5,/phone u:Z-299-0666-/ : : : ria-ft,
;':-/.CLARK’iNTERWi^r'SlT^ 
://:Sidney/,12:jt.:singlQ.pane:patio.door'ii;// 
. 5 $295;'61Lthern)ppatiedp<)f,.$325,5:ni|,ri// 




'' Pro&&i.:':'Go'nbial Delivery,^2'737:' Heald...'-' 
Rd., Sh.iwnirj.in Lake, B.C VOR 2WO. : 
Please send payment with Older na-ZO /;
:;;':T1:50',:;PI^^ ' ' ' tin"
craftsman MITER saw and stand 
',/'::$'30drCratisniah:i:?2:;HP,'idin1er::pIaniDr 
/and slahdi $5005 BlackjS pecker radial 
arm tiaw,, $650;/,WdrlMnate ,bench. .$40;, 
/; handrnitbf saw, $90.656,422!) .:::,',.:2194-.:
:'j:tR»llGHT"'■^T^Mrd"
upholstered olloman, oblong, $25; hair 
; dryer, table niodol. $25: quilted double 
: txidspread, iTialching drapes. Brown 
backBrouhd, $55,656-0063. 2165-19
; UaEey"''DiipDSON""'G^
' ' Rebuilt motors, completely ovni hauled 
/TJSOO, and up: Phone 1 12-494 4946 or 
n2-494T 700 Summrtand, B.C, na-19 
:./: DOUi0K7 BOX/iWNG'’'iT^
;, $50orbcst:ot<er_656''5273. ' 2226'-19
'■/:'' VILAS'IeDR(50Ii4 SUtTlTv^^ ■
, :;',:AS':'how,/27.(,Sros*ier;s;; hutch,:'bod and 2/
: "night taWos,'Very'largo sizes. $3,000';'
--'-'652-129fi-'''-'"'- ':':'-'/:':-'/'/"/''^''""-'2220-'19
'/:. ■:. ,MAN:f mRlfijI^WfED I«:kdt;iiim40. 
like now,/Cosl $ 145; asking $50„. 656-
....
^xewrtletrn^
, •w'-Erj'Vri'FTTof5'''f7i'r ■-Vn -r'u'r' r'-'! in• niv'i
Homo: ami Commercial 479-0823 ^
altuosl all makes Fres heal pick up & delivery
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3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 
rollaways, month to month.
833 Yates 383-3655
WANTED SMALL COFFEE SHOP. 
SANDWICH BAR OR HAMBURGER 
TAKE-OUT. Small town or highway 
location. Reply Box 31, Comox District 
Free Press, Box 3039, Courtenay, B.C. 
V9N5N3. na-19
SURVIVORS OF Sexual assault
Drop-in group meets every Wednesday, 
7-9 p.m. at 1045 Linden Ave. 383-5545, 




SLIM LINES AEROBIC FITNESS
CLASSES held to music Monday, 
Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
and Saturday, 10-11 a.m. at 10134 
McDonald Park Rd. (upper mezzanine). 
Everyone welcome. 2217-22
LOW RANGE VOICES wanted by Sidney 
Prospective Chapter of Sweet Adelines. 
If you like barbership style singing, feel 
welcome to join our friendly group most 
Mondays, 7:45 p.m. at the Legion Hall on 
Mills Road, lnfo656-5301 or 656-7828. 
tfn
MT. VIEW 10 Year Grad. Reunion, June 
25, 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. Wine and Cheese, 
Denny's Canned Music, bar facilities. 
Princess Mary Ballroom. Admission 
charged. Info.383-8817 or383-5279. 20
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Brent­
wood Elementary School, Mondays 7:30- 
9:30 p.m. All ages welcome. Further info. 
652-4580:652-1531. tfn
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar 
posts and rails. Select tree falling. 656- 
4213. 4387-tf
CHICKS: brown egg layers, white egg 
layers, meat birds. Order early, ship 
anywhere. Napier Chick Sales, 6743 - 
216 St., Box 59, Milner, B.C. VOX ITO. 
Phone 112-534-7222. na-21
□AnrBouncemeBits
RELATIONSHIPS for the 80’s., Ross 
Yount, Counsellor will talk on this topic 
May 25, at 7:30 p.m. room 217, 932 
Balmoral. Free admission. Info 386- 
4331. 19
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT group 
meets regularly. To join us, help us, or 
just for information, call 656-4842 after 
5 p.m. tfn
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to Sid­
ney? Don't know anyone? The Silver
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western 
Canada's largest display. Wholesale and 
retail. Free catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone299-0666. tf
FOR SALE, male Germanshort hair 
pointer. 4 years old this month. 656- 
4696. 2253-19
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthavenorcall usat656-5537. tf
CAMP ALEXANDRA 5 day August 
Computer Camps for girls and boys ages 
11-15, S250. 2916 McBride Ave.,
Crescent Beach, Surrey, V4A 3G2. 
Phone 531-8820 24 hours. na-19
IS OVEREATING creating problems in
your life? Overeaters Anonymous can 
help you! No dues, no weigh-ins. 
Meetings are Mondays, 8 p.m. at 9788 - 
2nd St.. Sidney. 656-2331. tfn
BUILT-IN VACUUMS. $369 complete. 
Heavy duty 5 year warranty. For more 
information call no charge 112-800-663- 
9361. Specially designed for existing 
homes. Also for new construction, na-19
RABBITS FOR SALE. 1/2 French LOP. 
Multi and solid colours, $3 each. H.O.E. 
Farm, 1545 John Rd.Sidney.656-1745. 
22 18-20
MENSWEAR, clean stock at wholesale. 
Fixtures cheap. Rent/lease reasonable. 
Little competition. Campbell River, great 
potential. Write Box 3429, Courtenay, 
B.C.V9N5N5. na-19
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St., is the 
information and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. If you need assistance or if 
you wish to volunteer a few hours a week 
to help others in your community, please 
call656-0134 for furtherinformation. tf
ECKANKAR PRESENTS: "Con­
sciousness The Key to Life" by Sri 
Darwin Gross. A book study and 
discussion group is now forming, in­
terested persons call656-2616. 20
FOUND: Camera. Owner may claim by 
identifying. 656-9243. 19
1976 941B Cat Tracked Loader IVz yd. 
G.P. Bucket. 1976 Chev Tandem Gravel 
Truck s plus 4 on air. Hydraulic tailgate 
Sander. 4.45 acre lot approximately 4 
miles west of Chetwynd, power, natural 
gas, schoof bus. Box 111, Chetwynd, 
B.C.V9C1J0. Phonell2-788-2287. na- 
■19, ...
LOST: one set of keys at Sidney Post 
Office on 3 May, 4 house, 1 car, 2 small, 
all on a Bottle Opener. If found or picked 
up please call656-7873 or656-7979. 19
LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of Sweet 
Adelines. If you like barbershop style 
singing, feel v/elcome to join our friendly 
group most Mondays, 7:30 p.m. at the 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. Information, 
656-5301 or656-7828 tf
THE BROWNIES of Saanich Division, 
approx. 275, will hold a rally at Sidney 
Elementary School on May 14, 10-2:30 
p.m. The rally will include a litter chase 





For information call 
656-0323
Beginner lo Advanced
CENTRAL SAANICH SENIOR CITIZENS
programmed meetings, 1st and 3rd 
Thurs. each month; drop-ins every 
Tuesday, 2-4 p.m.. Lions Hall, 6994 East 
Saanich Rd., Saanichton tfn
Classes to lit your schedule held
, at, ■,









REWARD - for return of ladies tan french 
wallet. Contents and two rings are 
sentimental and valuable. Easily iden­
tified if seen by me. Please phone 656- 
6121or656-7372. 20
100 CAPTAIN CHAIRS delivered for 
$100 per chair. Excellent condition. 
Retail $189.95. Phone 112-339-6612 or 
112-339-7 366. na-19
1000 GLOSSY BUSINESS CARDS $35 
Camera ready, black ink. Payment with 
order. Not camera ready, $55. CLASSIC 
PRINTING, 5268 Cumberland Rd., 
Courtenay, B.C. V9N 2C7. r ^ na-19
LOST: Female black cat in Lands End 
Road area. Part Siamese/Persian, 
wearing white flea collar. Name is Spook. 
If seen or found please phone656-0405.
: 19
: :,Bysi51@SS; ^ ^ 
.Opportunities;
i^isoeiianepyS':
'A'?'■^ 'Wanted" /^ ■ ■■
1
10 TO 12 YEAR OLD Pentax, and other 
old cameras. 656-77597 V
collector WANTS old wooden 
7 decoys; also 22 rifleiand 303 rifle; 656F 
7759. 2260-20
owner-operator FULL TIME-PART 
TIME. Employ: yourself or hire a 
manager. You can earn $80,000 per year 
and more. No inventory to stock: 
Protected territory: $18,200 in­
vestment. WE finance those we select. 
Phone 294-6894 or write to; Bird's Eye 
Farm :Market Inc., 4547 East Hashngs 
St., Burnaby: B.C. na-20
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
CeiKI OF lE^lSiOl
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a Court ot Revision ot the
‘Consumer Acfion,” a feature
1620 Mills Road, North Saanich, BC on Wednesday, June 1, 
1983 trom 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. tor hearing ot any complaints 
and for the purpose of correcting and revising the said List ot 
Electors. All persons are hereby-required to Take notice and 




Consumer and Corporate 
Affairs, provides an opportunity 
for readers to solve marketplace 
problems or obtain answers to 
consumer C related guest ions. 
Address your queries to 
“Consumer A ction ”, care of this 
newspaper,: forcontact - rO 
Ministry directly by writing to 
‘‘Consumer A ctipn,” Parliament^ 
Buildings, Victoria, B.C:
INTERNATIONAL COSMETIC COMPANY
. . . Expanding in this area needs am­
bitious managers; and beauty in-;^/7 
'7; stfuetbrs/iSood earnings,-company car:: 
land paid vacations nnay be earned. Rapid;; 7 
advancement. Professional training .
1 rovided. Group interview. May 18, 7:30, =
; ^gii^ Sidney. Elaine Phillips,Sanscha
: '382-6554; Bette Goodman;;4;78.-qn3?1S
SUNDAY, MAY 15 from 10 a.m. - 3 p.rn. Nutri-Metics international. 19’ .-
Moving, everything must go. Kitchen ...........— ^
nook, antique, side board, small ap­
pliances and misc. 9499 Greenglade Rd.
(off Weiler, airport Side). 2245 19
FOUR FAMILY YARD SALE, Saturday,: 
May 14 from lO: - 4: p.m. at 2255 Brad- 
' ford. Self propelled ;rhbvver::2 ;elec^^^^^ 
1/2 HP motors; Briggs and Stratton 8: 
HP; 2 sets isgnal truck lights; 20 Ib. 
canon ball lead; 2 hydraulic carjjacks;
7 tools; butane heaters; acetelyn outfit;
7 Avon bottle collection; baby items; lady's7 
3 speed; 20 ft. ladder; dishes; snare 
7 ; drum st; etc. Cancelled if rainingi:7225i-:
SEEKING A WEEKLY SUPPORT GROUP,
"coping :^;with7 separatibh/divorce?: 
Professional : leadership: 7also^7p 
monthly info :rneetings: Call Divbrce 
7Lifeline386-4331.7 i 77": : tfn
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
I Crisis ' Line,: 383-3232.: We offer in- 
: formation, support and referrals. 24 
1 hours a day, 7 days a week. ; tfn
GARAGE SALE, May 14 and 15; from 9 ■
4 p.m. Wooden Captains" chairs, 2:: 
drawer filing cabinets, lady^s 10 speed 
bicycle, snotrads; vinyl bench seat, 
storage, cupboard, bird cage; wicker dog 
bed, 6 yd1 piece bf carpet, books, ' 
dressers, miscellaneous: other items, 
600 Cromar Road. : 2248-19
COUNSELLING for families and in- 
;dividuals of all ages ; serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9815 • 5th St.. Sidney. 656-
"■1247. :7,'.■■:7:.' :-■;„■ tf
GARAGE SALE, 2128 Mills, fromS a.m. ■ 
4 p;m. Saturday and Sunday, May 14 and
IF YOU WANT TO DRINK, that's your 
business, If youWant to quit, that's our 
bu si ness) Alcohol ics Anony mou s, 38 3 - 
04i:5:.V/1. ';'!i955-2i
DON’T MISS THIS ONE! Breakfast set, 
mantle, stove, books, wicker antiques, 
jewellry, clothes. Saturday, May 14, 8 
am, 7 3 p m. 10390 Patricia Place, 




GIANT GARAGE SALE, May 14 from 10 2 
p in. 2026 Coursor Drive, Sidney, 2237-
ZND^WUAri^EIGHB^
W3ARAGE SALE. Hero wo go again!I 50 
houses of non-stop . shopping fotalling
•TAULINE’S HANDICRAFTS OF SID­
NEY", 3656-3714 ,, now accepting your, 
handmade, „ crafls , on, consignment,, 
(Preferably :' not: Saturdays)::: Browsing 
:;lnviied, HOurs 10-5 p.m::: : 2163-20
ST. VINCENT DE PAUL SOCIAL CON- / 
i CERN office needs shampoo: toothpaste ’
. ,
ICIO fomillos or mor^ so if wo don t haw; ' need; Donations may be- loft at St’, 
itii you don t: need itIJ .This noigh-. Vincent de paui, 840 View St, or pickup
place oir /arranged byphontng382-3213. 19bourhood. madness fakes
'Aif FREr'HAifTcijffiNG demonstrationlit
Oldlield: Rd, : Gospel Chapel, 6506 
Oldfield,Rd, 10 a.m. May 13. Babysitting 
available for a small cost per child. 7 19
Skyline and Seabrook off Sfelly's:X Rd, 
follow Ifie signs' from the highway;; Don't 
miss our bake: sale at77223;'SEainpignt 
CIbsb. All bake sale proceeds going to 
Saanef) 7 Peninsula Hospital,:
there Sunday,:May IS from lb .... , „ . ,
:EARLY;BIRDS.:7:7 7^^^^^^^ b. 7;30 p.m. Mjgigaiet Vaughap-Brch
’Maccauley, on "Cultivation ' ot
SIDNEY AND SAANICH PENINSULA 








Laigesf selection,. Lowest Prices. Walker 
Door, Vancouver 112'2rj6-U01, North 
7: Vancouver 112-985-9714.7 Richmond 
112-273-C829. Kamioops 112-374-7 
3566. Nfinaimo Ui2-758• 737 5. Wirilaw 
112.226-7343. Liliooot il2-256-7501. 
Whitehorse 112.667-7332: ' na ffn
ST, DAVID by tho Sea presents Flowers
in Praise, Time 2-4 p,m, daily from may ’ 
14 through May '23, St. David byfhe Sea 
Anglican Church, 5182 Cordova Bay Rd. 
lnto658-5173 or658-fl6l4, 20
DdN’fMISS our neighborhood bake sale
at7223 SE'amountClosoonSunday, May 
15 tromTO-4 p.m, A|l bake sale proceeds 
going to Saanich Peninsula Hospital.; 
(See ad under "Garage Sales."),; ;77 :19'
MAY H, from 9: a,m, - 3 p.m. Lower . 
Vancouver Island Zone Fifst Aid eom- 
;TMJtition,; Ocean; Constfuctibn ■ Supplies ; 
Ltd. Government Street; Into388'5505:
■.19-;:.,; , ,..■■.: -7,;7;
'■"cWMurfffY,
CRACK OF NOON LOGGING CO..
Ilrnwftnd'■ suppliBr*,.'serving■■ ■ Sidnev."’ 
, Bremtwood: and Saanich Peninsula trom 
Sailspring htfand ,7Full cords dehvered ;-■ 
; Alder,,'split ili'cordi;maple $|8'cord. 
Full cords 3; doliveied: Kindling .wood 
avaiiabtei 385-257 i',CiJf Oiown. AHAi'
BlNGp, UnEIFTiNOOD 
HALL, Saturday May 28 at 7".30 p.m. 
Cash priites, Draw for JO speed bike: All 
procoods toC.S.S.C.A, BUildiogFund :
?. i, '' '■ ■ ' ■■'■'' " '■■ 'W '"■'
TMlWI’WlLLbe "a meeting of airihf mer:s:
inleresierJ In forming a Peninsula Shrine 
Cl'wb, Sunday, May 15 :at;2 p.m.:Sidney 
f l.-il! Inte l.en 653 94E1.1 br Parte '
Question:
I’m the breadwinner for a young 
family and have been told by 
friends and relatives that I should 
have a will. I don’t doubt the 
wisdom of this advice but I’m not 
really sure what a will can or 
should do for me.
Answer:,;-, 7;;'7;
It’s: pretty safe advice that 
everyone should have a: will, : 
Otherwise you might leave 
' behind a complicated legal tangle 
7 that could take months:or years 
to unravel, perhaps depriving 
your7 family : of much -needed 
fihancial 7support; in Ihe mean- 
lime.
Without a will, your next-of- 
kin will have to go to the expense 
of engaging a lawyer to make the 
necessary - applications under the 
Estate A dministration A ct.
In particular, the lack of a will 
can cau,se problems and hard­
ships in a case like yours where
children77 are7 involved.:7 Under
7: prbvinciall law, your : children's 
7share7 of vouf: estate:7would, be^^:
held in trust until they are 19,
; leaving yqur spduse to: apply to V 
the public trustee anytime money 
is needed for > maintenance or 7 
:::education.,:
If you and your spouse were 
both7 to die without a will ap- 
pointing7 a guardian, ypurT 
7 cliilclren: mighi be placed in care 
of someone whom you might not 
have considered suitable.
7 Even in a childless marriage, a 
will is desirable. Without one, 
there can be complications af­
fecting disposal of assets — 
particularly real estate,
Many single people decide to : 
: have a will to make sure their 
estate is disposed of according to 
ihcir .specific desires rather th-'m 
7 by fixed rules of law.
; 7^ W alsp bc useful for tax ;
|)1 a li ni n g pu i poses . , 7Th ul ’ s , 
sovneihing lo / consider as you 
;7acqture a sizeable esiaie oyer; the 
7 years, ;Oitec a will is drawn , il caii :,’ 
and shoiiUl be rcvisccl as yotir 
circu mst ahees clianjgc. Wheii yoii 
■ 7':'/inarricd,,:1br:::;im'ttiticc,';;'arty7'wi 
;'7'7 ihat'' yqii;niade/priqr:;ip'Vti(it;eyc;nL;: ■■, 
wmild have become invalid, 
IR'oblems can arise ifyou become 
divorced or enter info a 
scparaiion agrcemeiii,
Altliough iherc tire ceriain 
siandard types of wills that are 
commonly used, there are a 
variety ■ 6rbptibits';;:anil '■' 'many': ■ 
di ITcrcni ways of protecting yOiir 
loved one.s in connection with the 
division of your estate.
General information /about 
wills is available by piioning Dial- 
A-Law — sponsored by the ILC. 
Branch of the:: Canadian Bar 
Association — at 687'/)680br the 
/tolirrecnumbcr,il2-800-972- 
'■10956.
However; /specific questions 
should be directed to a lawyer or 
notary public qualified in this 
facet of persona! affairs. A 
simple will can he drawn for a 
7 modest I'ec; Doni be tempted to
7j«f* *>njoyh}g altentlhn ofyhiirifistfrK warn sprehl nnimni srr'virn /nt J nw'Jt ni' W.
C/imch otfMmtnfiNcwion Crosx wmluf^cdgfdtimnifjlh
KImffo AnhmIs Week.
■:/do;u^jon your'own,:^,:;,7^-'“' , :;:■•/■:;
Brbvmica plain rally
"3.57:
' Mjv6n’lc.'l MIL i fo' L  2  64 'or F(t io 
:7652.397C7'^ 7"^7'";:,:::" ■■:':;,■,;;:-:„:7;;',::7':'^^19
::'7:: 7,, Home ,:275 ;,brownieS;''Saanicb' 
;::/.'/divisic)ri, win/mcci at’a pally'lO,be' 
hidcl UVa,m.-;2:,10 j).m, May 14 at
;/,7., Sidney:';:',clemcniary7;sehool.^':7l :;:;.■
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Can it be that volunteers make 
better employees? It would 
appear so as four office 
volunteers from the Community 
Counselling Centre have joined 
the ranks of the employed in the 
past two weeks!
Now the centre is in great need 
of replacement volunteers. If you 
like people and want office 
training, or a brush-up of past 
skills, why not call Donna 
Godwin at 656-1247 between 9:30 
a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. You will find the centre a 
pleasant place to work and you 
will know that you are per­
forming a very necessary and 
valuable service to the com­
munity.
The effective rearing of 
children should be based upon 
mutual respect between child and 
parent. Spanking children has 
come into disrespute in the past 
few years as a means of in­
fluencing children. Most often it 
is applied (and should be) as a 
last resort after conventional 
means of persuasion and 
reasoning have failed.
Most .spankings are not a
Exciting news in. the field of 
transportation for the han­
dicapped. The HandiDart bus 
will soon be making trips around 
the peninsula not one morning a 
month as it is at present — but 
two days a week! Watch for 
further details closer to mid-May 
when the days will be announced 
in this paper. In the meantime 
those unable to use other forms 
of transportation due to a 
handicap can be thinking of ways 
to use the bus visits to friends, 
trips to Butchart Gardens, a hair 
appointment, etc. There is no 
longer a need to have a user card 




From a meeting held with; 
several representatives of B.G. 
Transit, it was obvious that those 
concerned with booking tran­
sport ^ are also very concerned V 
about their passengers. With 
: 2,500 registered users and over 
1000 regulars, it’s great to think 
this personal touch is so evident.
The third annual blood donor 
clinic sponsored by Pat Bay 
Recreation Association and the 
Institute of Ocean Sciences will 
be held 9:30 a.m.-3 p.m. May 12.
The two previous clinics closely 
followed highly successful clinics 
in Sanscha Hall. As a result, 
many donors in this area were 
ineligible to donate, because a 
donor may not donate more 
frequently than once in 90 days.
Red Cross has been working on 
the blood donor schedule to 
ensure that a minimum of 90 days 
separates these two clinics. For 
1983,; Sidney’s January and 
August clinics are both a 
minimum;of 90 days from the 
donor clinic at the institute.
The Peninsula Old and New 
Shop is in urgent need of a 
volunteer who enjoys and un-
This affords donors who wish 
to include this clinic in their 
-schetlule the chance; to do so. 
They are warmly invited by the . 




and he would appreciate hearing 
from you at 656-3511, or-drop
into the shop at 9781-2nd St. A 
small, but dedicated group of
men do yoemen service about the 
shop checking and repairing all 
electrical and mechanical items 
; before; they are put on the fl^ 
for sale, but televisions “stump” 
them. The fellows have lots of 
fun and would welcome additions 
'■ tto their ranks;;'';'■■■
■ Help! if you can spare an hoiir 
or two, please call imp the 
; P.C.A. Office at 9788 2nd Street 
and help us put; together social 
service directories which are 
scheduled to be deliver to every 
home as soon as possible. This 
project is undertaken eyery four 
or five years and we need help 
NOW! Free coffee provided; 
every hour helps.
Chajjelf^ Roses
TOUR COMMUNnY: ;; 







Undertaking Society J 





on our new perma-pleat 
Drapery imachine
throughout the month of
.vv' ,; ISflitWl STBEET, SIPNEV CLEANERS
thought out process but rather 
the result of anger and 
frustration on the part of the 
parent. For the moment it clears 
the air and the child behaves, or 
at least stops doing or saying 
whatever was angering or 
frustrating the parent. But 
spanking the child has a 
secondary pay-off as well in that 
it relieves the pent-up tension 
parents may have been feeling. It
may even momentarily “clear the 
air”.
But if spankings are beneficial 
and necessary or even effective 
why do most parents have such 
guilt feeling about them af­
terwards?
The use of forcce to make 
another comply with our wishes 
leaves a bad taste in everyone’s 
mouth because it does not 
diminish the doubts about the 
long term effects on the other 
person which are both positive 
and negative. Although em­
barrassment may follow our use 
of force we can nevertheless 
pacify our minds with the 
thoueht “what else could I do?” 
or “there must be a better way 
to extract the behavior I want for 
him”.
What is wrong with spanking 
your child is that it teaches him or 
her an undesirable way of dealing 
with frustration and anger. It 
teaches the child that when one is
angry or frustrated with another 
you can hit them. Spanking may 
also retard or severely interfere 
with development of a healthy 
conscience because, like con­
fession, it relieves guilt too easily. 
Most children are great ac­
countants and once they have 
been punished for an act they 
may feel free to do it again 
because the slate is now clean.
At times it may appear as if the 
child is asking for a spanking or 
to be punished in some way. 
When this appears to be the case 
the child needs help in learning to 
manage his guilt and anger; he 
certainly does not require a 
parent who will yield to his 
wishes.
This is a formidable task for 
most parents and may often 
require professional assistance. It 
is formidable because usually the 
parent at the time is also angry 
and too impatient to sit down 
with the child and ^enly discuss
the situation without criticizing 
him.
Only when alternate means for 
expressing anger and guilt are 
learned by both parent and child 
will the need for physical punish­
ment be diminished in the family. 
When parents learn to set realistic 
limits and enforce them through 
non-punitive and aggressive 
means will children have the 
opportunity to learn non-violent 
means of dealing with their own 
and others’aggression.
Da yon have a problem, are 
you concerned with the state of 
your marriage, the behaviour of 
your children? Do you need help? 
George Kurbatoff is a 
psychologist living in Central 
Saanich. As a community service, 
he invites letters from concerned 
readers. Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly 
column. Write: George Kur­
batoff , c/o The Review, Sidney, 
P.O. Bo.x 2070, VSL2S5.
PENINSULA CHURCH DIRECTORY
Listings tn ihis di't'Ctoiy d!tf pfovidecl tree ot charge to Saansch Peninsula Churches as a public service ol Ihe Sidney 
Review, 6bt3-1 Ibi . . ' ' , ■
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church — Pastor Dennis J Pa.3p. Weilet Ave
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church - , Masonic Hall. Saamchlon , 652-301T
NAZARENE
•Ul Church ol The Mazarene — Rev Riley Coultei, mi Quadra Sueet Victoria
ANGLICAN
•SI. Andrew’s — Rev, David roller ;
9632 - 3idSt .Sidney ........................
-SI. David By-lhe-Sea — Rev, A E Cates .
SIS? Cordova Bay Rd . '
-St. Mary’s — 1934 Culira Ave . Saamchlon 
•SI. Michael s, Ali Antiel's— .Rerior Archdeacon W J Hiil 
1)733 West Sa.itiich Road Royal Oae 
• St. Stephen’s - Rev Ivanlullcr 
SI Stephen’s Ro. ■ ‘ ■ -
•Brentwood Parish Church Rev. A PelriCi 79? Sea Drive. Brentwood Bay 






•Olrllleld Road Gospel Chapel — Rev. Joel D. Nclllelon. 5WG Ololielo Road (P A 0 C ! 







•St. Andrews — Rev. B J Molioy, Masonic Hall ^th Ave & Ml, Baker
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Keating School. 6843 Central Saanich Rd
BAPTIST
•Belhet FellowshipPastor N B Harrison . ^
■ 2:'G9 Mills Ho.. Sidney .
•Friendship Baptist Church — Pasio'time Kratolii, Stelly's Cross Rd ,
•Sluggett Memorial Church -’ 7008 VV. Saanich Rd.. Brentwood Bay • Pastor V. Nordstrom ; 
•Elk Lake Baptist Church— Rev I M Funk. S‘J63 Pat Bay Hway . . :
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST






THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh Way. Sidney
CATHOLIC
•Our Lady ol the Assumption — 7726 West Saanich Rd. 
•St. Elizabeth's Church —-10030 Thud St. Sidney ;. 656-743?
FOURSOUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Eoursquare Church — Pastor Oearr Wilson 
',9925 vSth St .' Sidney '
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
•st. John's — Rev. Hori Prall 
:t0990WeslSaanichRd.,
'•St. Paul’s
2410 Malaview — Rev, Hon Prall ,




716? West Saanich Rd — Rev, Melvin H-Adams ' ■ 7' -tv






9:45a.m...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Teaching
11 ;00 a I m ;' i Family Worship
T;30p.m, ,:: .Home 
. ; ; '' Study Groups
The Church By The Lake
ELK LAKE
BAPTIST




; & Sunday School;
7;30 p.m.
; with Douglas St. ; 
; at Elk Lake' ^

















Resthaven Or,, Sidney 
DIVIDES
9;30a,m. , Saturday Study 








Alt, ARr- WFI COME^
Pastor M.A, Atwood
Analtcatt Ghur^
0686 - 3td St,
Sunday alter^^ I 




followship Time Colleu 'lime 




5:00p.m,. ,.: Saturday ;Mass 
lO.SOa.m. ,,,,., Sunday, Mass
Pastor V. Nordstrom













: V Church & Morning Prayer 
6:00 p. m. .;i;:. Evehi ng ServiCe
















5506 Oldfield Rd ; ^ 
'Sundays Y':;v
:9;45a.mY ,: Family Hour
IlcOOa.rn..................Vi/orship
6:00 p.:m,;.::-::Y Evening Seryiw 
, Wednesday
,7;30piihV;v;HomD.BIblo Studies




Mills Rd. &W. Saanich Rd.
Y SAANICH Y
Sunday after ; 
Ascension i 
Rogation Sunday 
'8:00a.nj;;,;, . ;,:;: YYEucharist 
:1p:00a,rn, :, i MoinihgPrayer 
r, : Church School 
WEDNESDAY
:10:0a,m.,:v;,:;,Hqly Eucharist
ThdRev.D. MalinSi S.SX. 
Rector 656-3223
A non-denominational churct 
meeting at
Keating Elementary School 





pa s t p fYt ea m:; R o s s; AI to n 
{652-2659), Cecil Dickinson 
(652-330i:);:YDavid:: Rice 






792 Sda Dr. Brentwood Bay 
;”Josus Christ is Lord"
Suntjfiy alter 
:Y.;'''' Ascension
fl :00 a.m, :: . Holy Conimuniort 
:"Sunday ,S(;hot)i&, Nursery
Colfee Fellowship















MASONIC HALLi ;; 
4lh Ave. A Ml. Oakor
All Welcome 
65B-2B9S
; SIDNEY A NORTH SAANICH 
REV. R, HORI PRATT 
011.656-3213 Res.i556-1930
ST.JOHN'S
10990 West Saanich Road
'"9:30 aiiri.;''";;':
2410 Malaview
IliDOa.m, , :,.FamilyService 
; :.; ■: "andSundaySchoat
CHURCH
2295 Weiler Ave, , Sidney
9:30;i m. ' .SundaySchool 
BiblpOUnis;
11 00a,rn ,.. familyWorhthp 
Dennis J. Reap, Paster 
Evtuyene VA'ilcome'





t0:0p a.m,, , „i.,.^Communion 
10:00a.m... , SundaySchool
May 12 Ascension Day
eiOOp.rn:';,;VrY ; Family:
Holy Communion 
Evei yone Welcome : '






10 00am. ,, , Communion
UNITEDCHURCH
Christadelphians
Moose llall ;; 
Eosi Saanich Rd,:‘ 
SaBnlchloit {6pp. fair Ground!)
9:304,m,;;,v::;;vSu
1:1; irh;;, Memorial Service
CENTRAL SAANICH : 
Rev; Melvin H, Adams 
0lf .682*2tlb Res 477*2635
SHADY eWEEK




;:;;,':'7T62 Well Saanich Wh,;'.;;'


















'1'30ain family Cuchanoi 
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SALE DAYS MAY 11,12,13,14,1983
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
OUR Hno DOUIIR HBK
10 ib. bag.
ISLAND BAKERY 100% WHOLE WHEAT ^ ym ^ KRAFT CHEESE ^ flU
BREAD.. *1.29 SWISSSTICKS».. *1.89 12”PIZZA!SSS!SIS' *2.99
fine fine
SOCKEYE SALMON *1.89 STEWED TOMATOES.- 69 PEACHSLIOES.- 69
MID NABISCO SPOON SIZE C P® JAVEX FRESH SCENT C'iSHREDDEDWHEAT..5.......... ^Lii iLpC 3.o,«„.. .......................    ^L69
iciRHELC0RH34.™t.. ..................... ,59*^ RAR0MiaeHEESEo,HNER33s. ...2/89^ FiENeHFR!ISs,c_^^^
bathroomtissue.«„.*2.99 potatochips.. W briquetts
DIIDIMA AM ^ NESCAFE c j ®McCAINAPPLIEPIEAND
DOGOHOW. *7.49 INSTANT COFFEE^ *4.69 GREEN APPLEPIE
_ _ _ HEINZ ^ ft WHISPER ONE SIZE ALL SHEER ftft
ilO Pilule IXC baby KOSHER DILLS, SWEET MIXED Af# I ||l| PMyTM|MlC& 
fei JibIIw S^S 8READ&BUnERPICKLES750niL..... el. as^W i I Regular$1.59.................... W ^
PACIFIC MEDDO-BELLE CANADIAN
SHREDDIES.. *1.89 EVAPORATEDMILK-,- 59° FETACHEESE
MIRACLEWHIP... *2.19 COOKIES™. 99' COD FISH STICKS.«. *1.99
^ : CAMPBELL CREAM OF t
2/^1 J9 C5Hi€iCEHS©yP3S4™L.... ... .^ S©iTMAR©ARiHE4S4.. ., .
KRAFT CRACKER BARREL MEDIUM

























































BIMM ft Ml)!)*•<>•«V. i«IAIfll IP ft'
MAPLE LEAF
SAUSAGES
\ V ttitDD -DECC'^^DnCKlfCAeT '® 0HEE8E,PICKLE & 
:|:i|^»;,PIMEP0,;:ii A 0.;
:i. ITSgpkg.
PORK, BtLrV BRtfliKrKa i , , ... ... ...
$ y i 8 CIQO
/■'V -
if , UTi ' I ’ J
CANADA NO. 1CAUFORNIA
,:::,;;:cELio:(2Tb,):907g.;:^,
; ea. 7''^ '3^
^ II '
